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PREFACE
Not only is it pretentious to write on such a grand topic as I
have in this paper, it is more pretentious to write a preface to it.
first pretention is justified, if at all,

i~

The

the doing of it; as Royce

said, •rt is pretentious t .o wrestle with angels; but there are some blessings that you cannot win in any other way.•

As for the second pretention,

it is necessitated by the fact that I am so close to tll3 writings and
people who have influenced me that I probably do not recognize their extent
in this or give them proper credit in references.
As to writers, aside from the accepted classics, I have learned
most from Charles Peirce and Paul Tillich, the former in metaphysics and
theory of experience, the latter in Christian theology.

Two of my teachers

have noticible but largely unacknowledged marks in the present paper.
Professor Richard Bernstein, an ardent disciple of Peirce, not only formed
much of my thought on experience and metaphysics but also appears as the
"secular philosopher" at whom my entire argument is directed and whom it
is intended to convince.
Tb3 greatest debt, however, is to Professor John E. Smith whose
own position and mode of argument I so closely follow on many points that
I scarcely am aware of doing so.

Not only is his major book on my topic

still in the writing but even were it there for me to refer to, I would
suspect my objectivity in assessing our dif'ferences.

Whatever the case,

with no modesty on my part I admit the good points in what follows to be
his and tb3 bad ones my own.

INTRODUCTION

Natural theology is a discipline with many forms and little definition in its history; to maintain itself in the present day it must continually defend its legitimacy on two fronts.

So-called secular philosophy

on the one hand deems it the unnatural son of a super-natural piety and a
fear of being unscientific, and lcerygma.tic theology on the other calls it
the black sheep who pawns the family treasures, i.e. the revealed dogma,
for the ante at secularly more respectible tables.

Unsympathetic philosoptzy-

tries to reduce natural theology to natural religion, for which there is no
evidence, it says, and can therefore be discarded without compunction.
Kerygmatic theology, the position which holds that at a certain time long
past man's salvation wa.s given him in the canon in a perfect form without
need of interpretation, says that natural theology can only make things
worse and is therefore not only unnecessary but harmful as well.
Against the criticisms of secular philosophy I first insist on
this rule: the defenders of a position have the right to define it, and the
attackers must abide by their definition.

Critics may ultimately decide

that there can be nothing like the position as defined, and this would constitute a valid refutation.

But it is offensively arrogant and dishonest

to claim that the adherants of a position are false to it if they do not
maintain some simple-minded version notable for its comprehensibility to
weak minds and small children and for its easy refutation by hard-headed
scientific types.

When I discount then the old notion of religion as an

escape from the fires of he 11) or the conceptions of God, salvation and
immortality to be found in nineteenth century Sunday School tracts (which
unfortunately are often used today), let no cry be raised that I abandon
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the Christian position or that my arguments fall if these simpl.-minded
doctrines fall.

There is no validity in saying that if some Christians

are unsophisticated, Christian theology is unsophisticated.
Against those who argue that natural theology should be natural
religion, and that the latter means •no revelation," I say that natural
religion, so defined, is indeed impossible.

The attempt is sometimes made

to derive the essentials of religion, e.g., God and man's relation to him,
from the natural world without special understanding achieved at certain
important historical times.

Historical revelation can be viewed as the dis-

closure to 11:1\n of certain elements of understanding through an historical
situation that he would not have understood otherwise.

The prophets of the

Old Testament delivered us a new understanding of justice, and the life and
death of Jesus gave rise to a new understanding of man, God and love.

The

ideas by which we understand man's •natural religiousness" were derived from
historical circumstances, and they cannot be severed from their history
with impunity.

Because man exists in both nature and history, be cannot

understand one without the other or even separate tmm cleanly.

Ideas have

historical determination, but without a natural reference they are irrelevant.
Nature can be understood, but only through history.
Against the kerygmatic theologians who claim that natural theology
distorts and perverts revelation in its purity, I say that such purity is
impossible, and even if it were not impossible Christians would still be
under the obligation to express it in terms understandable to those who
could not grasp its
distance in culture.

ori~inal

expression either because of prejudice or sheer

To suppose that any truth, revealed or otherwise, can

stand not in need of interpretation is naive.

If a truth be presented to a

man in a fashion that he can accept or reject, the terms in which he accepts

-ivor rejects mediate between him and the truth.

Moreover, the truth cannot

be couched in terms which have no meaning whatsoever outside the context of
the revealed statement (a precise proof of this is near the beginning of
Chap. III), for if it were, it could never have been understood in the first
place.

It is foolish to think that Christian theology can get along without

terms defined in a philosophical setting (note the Hegelian background of
.Karl Barth), ani. it is dogmatic in the bad sense to claim without discursive
argument that one's own interpretation of the alllD1guous, indeed contradictory,
scriptures is the only one possible.

If we are not to establish the truth

of revelation by fiat, by an authority totally external to the revelation,
we must show its effects in experience and judge by that.

I do not deny that

God working in us counts in the response we make to the revealed Word incarnate in some object of our experience: this is in fact necessary if the Word
is to be held basic to all things;

this does not, however, obviate the point

that if we are to respond to revelation at all, it must be in a discursive
form.
Moreover, a position which denies the legitimacy of philosophical
interpretation of dogma has no apologetic power.

Apologetics is the means by

which the Church communicates its intellectual position to those whose experience does not include in a meaningful way its historical symbols.

Prejudice

against uncritical acceptance of metaphorical expression {in a sense all
expression is metaphorical, but some forms are subject to strenuous critical
rules prevalent in all usage) often eliminates the truth of religion as a
live option in people's lives, and this should be combatted.

No tradition,

if it is to be responsible to tb:I truth it claims, can avoid apologetics, and
there is no warrant for doing so in the Christian tradition, of which the
kerygmatic theologians represent themselves as the only orthodox version.

v
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Natural theology then is the critical examination of religious
experience and the metaphysical position implied by it.

From the standpoint

of philosophy it carries critical thinking to the heart of religion, that is, to
its special disclosures about the foundation and goal of man's being.

From

the standpoint of theology it carries the power of those disclosures into
discursive commerce with the rest of man's experience.
Critics have often attacked the possibility of natural theology on
a priori grounds, and I have defended it on that level.

None the less, as

has often been said about such things, there is no better argument for the
legitimacy of an intellectual project than its successful prosecution.
Toward this end I argue for natural theology as a valid discipline by dealing
at once with an instance of it at work and the type of argument used.
is presented in three sections.

This

The first is on the nature of experience and

the relation through experience of man to the world.

When, at the crucial

beginning steps of the modern scientific movement, Kepler and Galileo resurrected the old atomists 1 distinction between primary and secondary qualities
and emphasized the subjectivity of the latter, man's place in the universe was
made that of a spectator on a nature defined by quantifiability.l
1.

When the

See E. A. Burtt, The Meta
sical Foundations of Modern Science
(Garden City, 1954:° Anchor P• 8~ ff.

new science became an accepted thing, more circumspect thinkers saw the necessity of accounting for how man, in some ways a natural creature but in most ways
not, could go about being a spectator on the natural world, and this problem
defined the intent and largely the form of succeeding theories of experience.
For Descartes there were two substances besides God, the extended and
the cogitative; but the divine substance underlay both, being the Reason

-vigeometrically represented in
cogitation.

exten~n and discursively represented in

Thus there was no real split in the rational mathematical foun-

dations of each, and to overemphasize Descartes' proofs of God as something
to save that aspect of the split between the substances is to take more seriously than he did the need to get down to the mathematical foundation of
nature through sensible experimentation.

This interpretation does more jus-

tice. than most to Descartes 1 belief that by careful reasoning we could discover the rational base of not only physics but morals and theology as well;
the mark of reality in anything was its rational foundation, clear and distincr to man's cogitation.
Descartes' dismissal of the need to pay attention to the rules of
sensible observation was not held in high repute by tho Englishmen.

Hobbes

tried to eliminate the dualism of mind and matter by reducing the first to
the second.

But this only made things worse• both of Descartes' substances

participated in an overarching reason, but for Hobbes,. while there may still
be a mathematical basis for nature and the mind may share that nature, the
mind no longer cogitated it, rather it mechanically responded to things ordered
by it.

Descartes 1 Reason was lost and the brain took over the function of

reasoning.
Locke and Hume developed more subtle psychological explanations of
the way and with what materials the mind reasoned, but still the problem
remained the same: to explain how man could know the rational world by the
marks it makes on him.

This resulted in the identification of experience with

the sensible marks written on the tabula

~

with the accompanying difficulty

of determining which of the marks were primary or secondary, which were specious
or from which valid inferences could be made.

Kant tried to cope with the

problem of what the world must be like given this general conception of

-viiexperience, but never until the nineteenth century · was there an attempt to
question man's position as an other worldly spectator somehow caught in this
world.
With Charles Peirce tbs revolution came about.

Fully appreciating

the impact of science and mathematics, he conceived of the mathematical
scientist as a wholly natural part of the world, and redefined both our
concept of man and that of the world.

Man was seen as a sign interpreter,

and the world was what he could interpret.

Wm. James, John Dewey and others

have further worked out this new position.

My first chapter then sets out this view of experience relating man
and the world in terms advantageous for further employment, maintaining a
broad enough conception that religious experience can later be shown as valid
in its explicit purport and not merely as a falsely labeled manifestation of
something else.

To make clear the process of interpretation I focus attention

on consciousness where all signs are ideas; but consciousness is merely a
part of the self responding to the world, and non-conscious parts function
well as interpretants.. .> as do parts of the world as signs.

Most fundamentally,

the self is both interpreter and interpretant of its world.
The second chapter shows how God is set in the world through man 1 s
experience.

Specifically, I examine critical thinking and the impa 'S it

reaches when there is no place to stand to criticise the whole of thinking or
the whole of the experience that thinking works through·

Evidence is given

that there are important times in experience when such criticism needs to be
made and in fact is maqe, either well or badly.
to make clear the nature of my critical argument.

This chapter also serves
Logic is the study of rules

of thought leading to true conclusions; for most areas of experience we have
verified the conclusions of logic by independent means so often that we can
use

the rules without hesitation.

But in religious experience this is not

-viiithe case; we are not confident that a necessary idea of God proves a real God.
Hence, I want to show the logical relation of God to other areas of experience,
and then give independent evidence of his secondness (Peirce's term for the
mark of existence) •
...-

Having extended the domain of experience to include God as a possible
item, i.e.

11

God 11 is a possible interpretant of some aspect of experience, the

third chapter then moves to specify at least one context in which God is to
be found, and finally offers a test for his secondness.

In an article con-

trasting and criticizing the traditional cosmological and ontological approaches
to theology, Professor John E. Smith concludes with this program for natural
theology:
The points of mutual involvement lead me to suggest that not
nearly enough attention bas been paid in recent thinking to the
possibility of synthesizing the two ways of approach -- through
the self and through the cosmos -- by means of a more comprehensive theory of being directed to the problem of ~he. relation
between man and the co~mos. If God appears in each pole and the
two poles are themselves essentially involve in each other, then
it seems likely that ne i~her approach can be prior to the other
and that we shall need both.2

2. 11 The Present Status of Natural Theology," {ou~of Philosophy, vol. LV.
No. 22, Oct. 2), 1958, P• 935 f. ·
My solution is just this, that the ultimate category of existence, from our

standpoint

Goa•~

persoilal sign, in fact himself as he iS involved in the

world, is basic to both self and world>and can appear incarnate in an item
of experience, evoking an explicit expression of itself in the experiencer.
Just one feature of this ultimate category is elaborated, and its metaphysical
universality is merely hinted at, but I believe that this argument represents
in microcosm the whole picture.

-uAs for direction of attack, I define my position against the
secular philosopher

more than the kerygmatic theologian.

The first chapter

has considerable historical discussion with an interpretation of James
threading its way throughout.

The second has less history as it is moving

toward the theological last chapter where my references are for the most
part from the New Testament.

To establish that I am defending the Christian

position I can only use an orthodox terminology with references to the
canonical literature; while this is sufficient for the secular philosophers,
it hardly does justice to the theological critics.

But then limitations

must be imposed somewhere.

My purpose is to establish the legitimacy of a discipline and the
validity of a particular version of it.

These are two things, and as I

mean to accomplish both, judgment should be passed on each count.

Chapter One.

Experienoe and Consoiousness.

The basio clue to the genius and sucoess or the wnew• or •expanded 8
oonoeption of experience, lately risen from the efforts or Charles Peirce,
lies in appreoiation of the sucoinotness with whioh experiencing is described.
In oontrast with the British empirical tradition whioh ohose its descriptive
terms largely from motives of methodological advantage, the pragfllatists
tried to be more empirioally true, and

t~ir

experience carries a more authentic ring.

disoussion of what goes on in

To William James goes most oredit

for the widespread aoceptance of the pragmatic view of experienoe, and it
is to him we owe the most vivid and graphic desoriptions.

The "blooming,

buzzing oonfusion •, so opposed to the British mosaic of simple singulars
as the elemental given of perception, enjoys a position of esteem not to
be dislodged by metaphysioal oonsequenoes or sophistications.

With Dewey

and with others, the upper100st concern has been descriptive authenticity.
And as to be hoped, a theory of experience that does more justice to
our experienoe as it ocours has a great advantage in dealing with the metaphysical problems it occasions.

More to Pei roe and Dewey than to James we

owe the metaphysical development and justification of the theory,

and

their work may be more important in the long run since 1t provides for 1:he
philosophical interpretation or experience as it bears on other problems.
None the less, metaphysical speculations are always to be brought to the
test or experience; they must add greater widerstanding and clarity, not
misplaced abstraction or false preoision; they must add greater insight

2

into new realities, not reduce the reality we have for the convenienqe of
myo pie method.

My hope in the first part of this essay is to outline the structure
of experience in relation to the experiencer and the world experienced,
treating the fact of experience as a reality in itself with the intention
of providing a groundwork to which pro'Q.lems of
referred.

~

is experienoed can be

If I begin and end on a metaphysical level, please realize that

what I talk about is what our experience is, and if I do not help to clarify
that and reveal new implications in it, there lies the most important
failure.
Experience is a sign relating two entities, a self and the world.

A

self and the world are real insofar as ea.oh has the individual integrity
to react to the other, that is, to be present to the other in opposition,
together to form a unity oonta.ining terms dyadically related.

Both a self

and the world can function in contexts other than that determined by
experience.
There is direction in the relation of self to world in experience.
Experience belongs to the self; it is

h!!! by the self; if 'lthe world

experiences the self, that is a different experience.

In the self's

experience, the world is the object, the self is the subject, and the
world is interpreted 1n, the self through experience.

The self is a oenter

of intention that takes experience as a sign of the world.

Wl thin ex-

perience there ooour signs as objects, signs as signs of objects, and
signs as interpretants, but experience itself is a sign of the world
interpreted by the self wh.ioh is both interpreter $lld interpretant.
A self oan be both the interpreter and 1nterpretant of its experienoe

3

of the world because of its nature both as a struotured power and as a
substantial entity with determinate oontent.

As an interpreter a self is

a p:>wer structured as a center of intention.

This power integrates as

best it can all elements of the self -- mi nd, body, oontrollahle aotions,
eto.

as the oenter intends an ideal.

"Intention• is an anthropomorphism

when it refers to the aotio.n of digesting food and integrating it to bodily
purposes, for instance, as it is to all homeostatic and maturational processes.

It is less an anthropomor,Phism when it refers to

en

organism~

s

response to dangers in the world and its instinctive fulfilling or stages
in a life history •

.And it is D.Q1 anthropomor,Phic when it refers to a

conscious mind's ooping with situations in terms of its oonsoious intentions.

The term intention is used to indicate that all of these actions

rest on a conmon center.

To say that a centered self intends an ideal

(or ideals) is to b:orrow language most appropriate to the oonsoious aspeot
of a person and use it for something which encompasses all living activity,
conscious and non-conscious.

By intending an ideal I mean that the self

organizes and directs the activities of the entire organism to bring about
a balanced satisfaction of its needs, drives, ambitions, eto.

The self,

however, is not just one part of a person located above the pituitary
or within the heart, nor is it a blithe vapor, an ectoplasm that is the
seat of spiritual aotivity and destiny; it is the oentered power of integration that rules all aspects of a human organism insofar as it is able
to maintain itself as a being among and in distinotion from others.
As en interpretent a self is the result of its interpretation of the
world through experience.

It is a positive, cumul ative content to be

judged in the experience of others.

When a self interprets another entity

4

as something to be destroyed, the s elf becomes a destroyer.

A self's

experience does not stand under moral judgment, but the

does as

interpretant of' the experience.

~

The being of a self' does not exolude

its experience. but insofar as experience is had, it is to be judged not
as only a mediator between self' and world but as a part of the self',
integrated with other parts constituting together a centered whole.
For a self and the world to be related en ti ties they mµst be both
together and separate.

Insofar as they are together they exist in a common

field; here the self is one being among others, together constituting a
world.

This is \\hat Dewey pointed out in calling experience an inter-

action of' organism end environment where experience contains both self and
world internally related, and is yet part of the world in another sense.
What he usually failed to emphasize was the real distinction between self
and world as entities whioh are not wholly internally related; he also
failed to recognize that when experience inoludes both terms internally,
the direotion of experience is lost.
Insofar as they are separate, the world 1s an Other to the self, and
experience is a third term, a sign of the 'WOrld marked within the self.
In consoious experienoe. the self oan include itself' in the Other, the
objeot side of' the directional relation.
interaction or self' and

~rld,

action, as Dewey thought.

Although experienoe requires an

it is not to be identified with that inter-

Self and v.urld are related both dyadically and

triadioally, and experienoe is identified only with the latter.

This point

is best illustrated in conscious experience around 'Whioh we shall oenter
our discussion, though by no means is the triadio relation of' self to v.orld
wholly oonsoious.

There oertain ooourrences within the self are taken as

5

signs of the w:>rld; so taken, those occurrences have an added reality that
they do not have considered merely as occurrences.

Neither the self nor

the world, when merely dyadically related, include experience.
is a third thing, had by the self and made part of it when

t~

Experience
self is sub-

ject to the '\\Orld as object.
All experience probably involves consciousness at some point.

It

could be argued that it is experience when "the body shivers because cold
stimuli on nerve endings are taken as signs of a threat to homeostasis.
On the other hand, it could be argued that shivering is caused by a series
of purely dyadic reactions and that 'threat• is an unnecessary anthropomorphism.

At any rate I shall speak of experience as involving conscious-

ness, and for the most part the particular experiences to be considered
are largely conscious.
If experience is a sign relating a self and the world, then the world
is interpreted by the self in ways determined by the nature of the experience.
Experience chooses and delimits aspects of the world for the self; each
self has the world in ways peculiar to its own experience.

Insofar as its

experience is unified, it has what Prof. J. E. Sm1th calls a 'life world•.
Selves experience tl'e same world

d~fferently,

but this does not vitiate

their sharing of the oommop world; still less does it vitiate their responsibilities to eaoh other arising from a common existence.
In the rest of this chapter I shall attempt to elaborate and justify
what bas been said so far.
Section I.

The Phenomenal Aspect of Experience

As a proper rubrio for disoussing the implications of the doctrine

that experienoe is a sign rel ating self and w:>rld, I propose the following
three sections:

a) the phenomenal nature of experience itself, b) the

relation of experience as a sign to the v.orld as its object, and c) the
relation of experience as a sign to the self as interpretant.

This three-

fold division is similar to Peirce's analysis of semiotic into three
triohotomies,
l.

l

although I shall not say that the fol l owing discussion or

"Logio as Semiotic: The Theory of Signs,• Philosophical Writings of
Peirce, ed. J. Buohler (N.Y., 1955, Dover), p. 101.

experienoe in those three relations can be categorized under Peirce's
triohotomies.
A person's experience is related to the history of his conscious life,
up to and inoluding the present.
t\vo direotions:

This observation suggests disoussion in

first, toward oonsoiousness e.s the history of the oontent

of one's oonsoiousness, and second, toward what it is like to be oonsoious;
beoause experienoe involves a triadic response of the entire organism,
consoiousness is included, end is tha most articulate form, most open to
study and presenting the most complex experiential operations.

Sinoe the

first direction takes its meaning from the second, we shall start with the
latter.
The chief pitfall in saying anything at all about consciousness is a

quick, unnoticed slip into reductionism; far too tempting is the device of
saying "consciousness is -

- •, with a predioate of non-conscious stuff.

Consoiousness is not derivable from v.hat is non-conscious in the manner of
giving non-oonscioW3 °oash 1 for our conceptical definition.
Some people say that we should forget about the category of oonsoious-
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ness and agree that only actions which appear to be rather clever responses
to environmental situations consti tu.te the real meaning of the term.

There

is nothing going on in .one's heed, they say, other than the exercizing of
patterns of response at the level of neurological action, and these are to
be judged by

e~ernal

results.

But consider this example:

room and notice that a fauc.e t is dripping.

I walk into a

Without hesitation I deo ide to

turn the handle tighter to see if the dripping stops, and when I do, it
does; I• m thinking about the whole procedure.

The next time I come into the

room I notice it is dripping again, and again I turn it off, al though this
time I run no longer thinking about turning the faucet off when my hand
touches the fixture but am chuckling to myself about the ridiculousness of
the whole situation.

The third time, I come into the room thinking about

the importance of a book I have just read, tum the faucet off and leave
the room without onoe breaking my train of thought about the book.

By all

appearanoes each instance of fixing the drip was identical with the others,
but au.rely it makes sense to say that I was con so ious of fixing it the
first time, wa.s conscious of something whioh the activity called up the
second time, and the third time, when the habit had beoome established,
wa.s almost totally unconscious of what I .was doing, thinking about something
2
entirely unrelated.
It seems to do a palpable injustice to our own

•

2.

I~

is a problem Whether I must be oonscious of the drip at all to
institute aotion in reference to it. If the tightening of the faucet
is a totally habitual aotion it could oonceivably be as unconscious
as breathing or the mechanics of eating, though it could be maintained
that even the latter is still on the periphery of consoiousness.

experience to reduce the meaning or consciousness to visible actions.

I

have no quarrel with those people who are interested in finding the neuro-

8

logical equivalents or manifestations of thought, but it is absurd to claim
that an explanation of that is a suffioien't; explanation or oonsoiousness.
From many points of view it does not even deal with the most important
aspects.

Some modern behaviorists have attempted to explain the meaning

as well as the oausation of thoughts in terms of neurological responses
without teleology or reference to final causes.

They argue that thoughts

are the feelings of responses made to stimuli, complicated responses
running in habitual patterns established by the successes or failures of
. their outcome's in coping with problems.

This hypothesis has undoubted

advantages in explaining learning theory end proposing fruitful new avenues
of investigation.

But it tries to say that meaning is nothing more then a

response on a sophisticated level; nothing is meant or intended by ideas;
thinking is correct or incorrect in that it is a successful or unsuccessful
action to cope with a situation.
m~e

Unfortunately, suoh a theory oan never

a normative claim that it is better than any other theory witl:Dut

appealing to a notion of •better• not allowed by the theory.

If it is

better because tt makes a more suooessful response to the problem of what
thought is, it then has to explain what •more successful" is, and so on.
It is usually the case that at this point the criteria of "better• becomes
an unoriticizable feeling, either of fulfillment or, more likely, of the
disappearance of the problem.

Some even claim, as Dewey sometimes seems

to do, that oorreot thinking results in the absence of consciousness.
None the less, these factual or evidential oriteria are themselves in
need of justification if they are to be called
alternatives.

~ ~

or better than

It appears to me impossible to reduce final causes to first

causes; each has its own domain and is an irreducible pole.

Some explena-

9

tions can get along with one, but they cannot explain what it is the
business of the other pole to explain.
Wm. James is another one who wants to reduce the status of' consciousness to that of the non-conscious,
3.

His argument

In Essays in Radical Empiricism,
1958, Longmans, Greens).

•oo~s

3

is that the usual dis-

Consciousness Exist?•

(N. Y.,

tinction between the conscious and the non-conscious (or subjective and
objective) is not a primary one, th.at the distinction only arises after the
truly primary Weltstof'f, called Pure Experience, is relegated by our thinking to various contexts - the history of oar mental life being the context
in which something is viewed as consoio11s, and spatial and 'temporal location
in the external world that in V¥bich something is taken as non-conscio11s.
Pure experience, widerstood as defined by its function in relocating the
subject-object distinction, is relatively clear; James means it to be
4

"plain, wiqual ified aotuali ty, or existence•.
4.

The difficulty is that if'

Op. cit., p. 23.

this p11re experience is had by anyone, the dualism is made primary again it must be had by a subject.

That it be had is a necessary condition f'or

the possibility of it being put in contexts, and James claims that we have
it wicontextualized in the perceptual flux.

Moreover, James wants to

maintain that th.ere is percept11al cash for pure experience; individuals
do have experience in a pure state.

'The instant field of' the present is

at all times what I call the 'pure' experience •• •• If' the world were then
and there to go out like a oandle, it would remain truth absolute and
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objective •••• and no one would ever op:pose the thought in it to the reality
5
intended.•
Not only does pure experience under this second definition
5.

Ibid., f.

happen to us, but as a whole it has an all-pervasive aspect; it is "a simple
that •••• it is there,

would say.

we~

upon it.•

c

It has •secondness•, as Peirce

It is true, as James maintains, that we do not notice our exper-

ience to be either subjective or objective as we are having it, but none the
less we must be oonsoious to have it (in his sense of experience).
Consciousness then in an important sense is fndefinable, if to define
. is to set the determinations of it in terms not already implying consciousness.
And if we try to define by pointing to consciousness with synonyms, again
more damage than help is aocompl ished.
to be found.

First of all, there are few synonyms

"Awareness w,. "attention•, "knowing within oneself• all

indicate "consoiol.lsness 2£.1 , and this begs. the whole question.

It is the

nature of the state that is in question when the answer given is •the state
of being oonsoious 9.!_".

Second, if we found an exact synonym, it would

hardly add new inf orm.ation.
A certain consideration, howeirer, can thro" the problem in a light more
bearable.

To say that consciousness is indefinable is not to say that it

cannot be given meaning in terms of other things.

Although we cannot deter-

mine what the quality "oonsoiousness" is, we can note that

t~

things that

are in it are signs - oonsoious signs, to prevent confusion, (to be a sign
is not necessarily to be

conscious)~

Conscious~

is an im:portant factor

11

only when we a re considering the :relations between signs e.s signs.

We speak

of ourselves being conscious only when we a.re talking about the signs _M
ideas in our minds.

Consciousness

is~

important as a qualitative factor

when we take the signs to be signs .2f something. that is, when the experience
comprised of the signs relates the world to the self; this is not to say
that experience .2f is wiconscious, rather that it usually is not important
to point out that it is conscious.

There may be special oooasions when it

is signifioant to distinguish whether an experience be conscious or not,
but normally we do not say "I oonsoiously met Mr. Ziloh today•; on the
other side, an essential feature of any description of ideas as ideas is
their consciousness.

Consciousness then will play a large pa.rt in our

discussion of experience as it is in itself, and much smaller parts in the
discussion of the relation of experience to

~rld

and to self.

Although we oannot discoursively define consciousness or reduce it
to what is not con,soious, and although locating the function in whioh
consciousness is descriptively important tells us little more about what
it is,

\'/e

oan get a feel for it by harking to what is not oonsoious.

there are two kinds of things not oonsoious:
~-conscious

ones.

A. A. Bowman has pointed out,
7.

.9n,Consoious things and

To be unoonsoious .as distinct from
7

Now

non~consoious,

~

is to have the ce.paoity at some time to be

Sacramental Universe, (Princeton, 1939, , Princeton Univ. Press) P• 204 f.
The distinction is made in oonneotion . with the thesis that there are
wiconscious experiences, e. thesis not to be read into the present
discussion.

conscious.

I maen here an unconscious thought, not an unoonsoious person:

an unconscious person is one all of v1hose 1:houghts are unconscious.

We oan
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feel the qu.ality of oonsoiousness missing when we try. for instance, to
remember something and cannot.

Vle a.re not totally unconscious of it or

we would not be aware of forgetting it; we do remember clues to its existence and nature - e.g. that it is the name of the President and that 1t
begins with E and that all the other letters are low except one rather
near the middle.

These are interpretan ts of the sign, but we cannot

recall the sign itself.

To be conscious then means to have a sign present

to mind; to be partly unoonsoious means to know the sign is there. i.e.

knowable, but not be able to make it present.
Another instance of unoonsoiousness, one again cited by Bowraen, is
the feeling of interplay between oonsoiousness and
are falling asleep.

unoonsoiousnes~

when we

This is. a stioky problem because there are all sorts

of ways of falling asleep.

One 1s to 'go out like a light", to sink into

oblivion all at once; the only way we know this happens is when we wake up
next morning and it seems like no time has passed, although it is daylight
age.in and we feel refreshed.

This type of going to sleep is helpful only

in that it illustrates that •total unconsciousness is uninstruotive.

Another

way of going to sleep is when our thoughts are still active, but we are
startled by a ringing a.lam or someone talking and realize that our thoughts
were completely discontinuous with the environment.

In suoh

c~ses

it

often happens that we go on thinking without interr uption until the next
morning; or until oblivion, but that later we oannot reoolleot what we
thought of.

This, aside from the above problem of recollection, merely

po in ts out that the oontinui ty of our thought is heavily depmdent upon
oohtinui ty of awareness of environment and side factors.

We often move

from wha.t '\Ve remember to what we do not by processes other than the explicit
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connections; for instance, we remember passages sometimes by what the page
looked like on which we read them; this is to say that many of the interpretants we give tijings a.re not proper to the nature of

t~

thing but depend

upon accidental contexts, eto. • and this is not a new discovery.
So.metirnes, however, we go to sleep aware that oonsciousness is slipping
away.

We "drift off 11.

feeling of control.

Our presence of mind degenerates and we lose a

The presence of all consciou·s objects recedes, and their

absence is felt; not absence 11uberhaupt, but absence of something.

This again

illustrates that we cannot know what complete unconsciousness is, but also
it points to a definite quality of losing consciousness.

I would suspect

that this is the best testimony to the qu•lity of oonsoiousness; we can
feel conscious objects (thoughts, signs, etc.) to be more or less present.
Non-conscious things1 as oppased to unconscious ones, are like stones
or trees.

Here I do not mean them as obj,ects of whioh, for some reason,

we cannot become conscious; rather they are things whioh cannot.£!. conscious,
whioh do not have oonsciousness.

We oan illuminate the nature of conscious-

ness further by considering what non-oonsoious beings laok that oonsoious
ones have.

Non-con_s cious beings contain no type of reality in which signs

can be taken as having meaning.

By type of reality I have in mind mental

life, the stUff of thinking, although the capacity to take signs as meaningful 1s not necessarily lirni ted to what we see as consoiousness; thinking
is dependent upon physioal - i.e. neurological structures end processes,
but· no amount of understanding of neurological reality will tell me what
thinking reality is if' I d.o not already know.

We see thinking from the

inside, so to speak.
The !hrase •signs taken as having meaning• is, of oourse. redundant.
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A sign is something whioh has meaning.

What I want to ind1oate by the

phrase is that those things whioh are in oonsoiousness, aside from being
what they ere 1n themselves (ideas, thoughts, bits of oonsciousiess), are
also related by meanings which they would not have were they not in consciousness.

Such units of consciousness are best called signs, and this

I believe justifies the redundancy.
Because they have confused meaning with truth or

11

good 11 meaning, the

problem of what we mean by meaning has been obscured by the pragmatists as
much as it has been clarified.
of our calling some meanings

11

This point is attested to by the phenomenon
pragmatic•, and others not.

James wrote:

To attain perfect cleafess in our thoughts of an object,
then we need only consider what conceivable effects of a
practical kind the object may involve - what sensations we
are to expect from it, and what reactions we must pre pa.re.
Our conception of these effects, whether immediate or remote,
.is then for us the whole of our conception of the object, so
far as that conception has positive significance at all.8
(italics mine)

a.

'What Pragmatism Means" Prpatism.

(N. Y., 1955, Meridian), P•

4:3.

With Peirce, meaning_ is defined by the following:
"Consider What effects that m'igbt oon6eivably· have practical
bearing you conceive the object of your conception to have.
Then your conception of those effects is the WHOLE of your
conception of the objeot.•9

9.

"What Pragmatism Is,• Values in a Universe of Chanoe, ed. P. Wiener
(Garden City, N. Y., 1958, Doubleday Anchor), p. 192.

That he intends this as what we ought to mean by meaning, as a method How To
.Make Our Ideas Clear, is shown by the following.

Does not what we mean
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sometimes oontain impractical things not to be understood as effects?

What

else would Peirce be arguing against when he stated those stipulations if
not the inclination to g1 ve importance to things with no practical bearing?
Peirce intends to limit meanings to those whioh, for various reasons, are
better than others.

But he has not thereby defined the nature of meaning.

What we mean .by meaning is all of the interpretants that are given to
a sign;

not all of the interpretants that .2.!!l be given or all that should,

but all that.!!:.!!•

This explains Freud's discovery that we attach "symbolic"

meanings to things which they ordinarily or practically would not have.
There must be rules for the validity of meanings; this is, however, a
different problem, end is not to be solved too quickly.

A cameo means some-

thing different to a pawn broker from what it does to the man wb:> se grandmother first w:>re it, and both meanings are valid in their own contexts.
A conscious sign to which no explicit interpretents are given has no meaning
exoept that it is something of the fonn that oan have interpretants; this
is analytic from its being a conscious sign, taken to have rooaning.

A

non-sense syllable is at least known to be that.
In a discussion above of a form of reductionism, I asserted that
consciousness involves final causes as well as first oauses, and this was

to show the soientism in question to be a reduotionism.

To spell this out

a bit more, what I intended was that if conscious signs have meaning, then
they have a forward reference that can be likened to a final cause.

Speo i-

fioally, the meaning of a sign is its interpretants, end while it stretches
the point to say that signs are J:W:)tivated

~

their interpretan ts, it is

quite sane to say that they exist !'..2_t their interpretants, end for the
following reasons.

First. signs cannot ooour in oonsoiousness with>ut the
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implication of some 1nterpretants ooourring too, and the oonsoiousness of
the forward movement in time is of the movement from sign to interpretant.
A sense of time span is had only when we sense the connection of a sign
present at the moment to another sign of which it is the interpretant or
which it suggests as interpretant.
one another with
suocessors.

Signs or thoughts normally flow into

a reference both to their predecessors and to their

When something occurs to change our line of consciousness

abruptly, the sense of a time span is lost; we oannot point out earlier
and later moments merging into one another, only a logical before and
after.

The

definition of a thought as a oonsoious sign oannot be exhausted

by a mere first-causal explanation in terms of the signs that give rise
to it.
The seoond reason for saying signs exist 1fa.. their interpratants as
an ev$nt exists for a final cause pushes this argument further.

If a sign

is actually thought by a man, it has also a physioal being that oan be
10
aooounted for, at least partially,
by reference to first causes; here
10.

This does not preclude the possibility that final causes are necessary
for explanation of physical processes also; but it is at present
widely maintained that first oauses alone will suffice.

the •real" oause is the most immediate, the state "just before• the caused
state.

But if the physical event is also a conscious sign, then it has a

more than physical t'eality.

In one sense the first cause of a sign, oon-

sidered in its conscious context, could he the prior sign which brought it
up by association; i f this be the case, as some p;syohologists maintain,
then there would be no final causes, sinoe succeeding signs are merely
first-caused by the former and would exert no forward pull.

In another
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sense, if its objeot be the first oause of a sign, its interpretant would
be its final oause.

ff the three types of explanation, physical causation,

associative causation and interpretive oausation, the third does most
justice to our experiential life.

The first totally ignores the added

dimension experienoe give' to physical reality; the seoond notes the
experiential aspeot but treats the conscious life as a purely passive
passing of bits of qualitatively determinate oonsoiousness across the mind,
missing the faot that ideas are present as objeotive to me, who judges and
intends; the third explanation, in terms of tbought as signs

.

~n

an inter-

pretative prooess, oopes with the implioations resident in the nature of
our ideas as we have them.

It explains both the temporally backward end

forward reference of meaning:
speoified in its interpretents.
11.

a sign means its objeot, and the meaning is
11

This again shows the necessity of final

Two more problems must not be confused with the present issue. It
might be maintained that explanation by interpretative oausation
should talce care of suoh things as willing, vmioh it does not.
This problem is to be solved, however, by a discussion of the different kinds of things that can be signs, on one hand, and on the
other by determining "the relation of the self to its oonsc1ous signs.
The second problem is t~ implioation that meaning refers not
to other signs but to a oo-existent reality of wbioh it is the true
(or false) sign. This issue is part of the larger problem of truth
and criteria of the validity of signs.

oauses in en explanation of oonsoiousness.

The being of a mental event is

not exhausted in its physoial reality, but also inoludes its oonsoious referenoe to final oauses in meaning.
About what it is like to be oonsoious, we have now said the following
things:

the quality •oonsoiousness" oannot be determined by what is not

oonsoious; scientific and Jamesian reduotions are shown to be Wltenable.
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~hat

consoiousness contains,

~.e.

states of oonsciousness, are signs, and

oonsoiousness is desoriptively most impartant when oonsidering signs in
their relation to one another as elements of conscious life.

Getting a

feel for what consciousness is by contrasting it with what is not oonsoious.
we considered things of whioh we are not conscious (unoonsoious) and things
whioh

~no

consciousness (non-conscious things).

.As to the former, v-e

found that we know 2£. things we have forgotten by their remeni:iered interprete.nts. but sometimes we oannot beoome oonscious of the thing itself; that
to be conscious of a sign is to have it present; that oontinuity of oon-

sciousness is sometimes given by things not explicitly reoognized as interprete.nts but which are oonnected with

r:--.

pef if'e:~
...._ ...-

assooiat1ons with the

environment; that we can feel objects of' consciousness to be more or less
present, i.e. that the quality of consciousness can be strong or weak, and
this oan be noticed.

As to the latter we found that what non-conscious

things cannot do is to take signs as having meaning (this is but to say
they are unconscious, although it gives e.n added characteristic of' consciousness).

Against the pragmatists it was argued that meaning is all

the interprete.nts given a sign, not just the good ones.
maintained that consciousness requires first

~

Finally it was

final causes because

oonsciousness of the passage of time requires a reference in a sign to
both its pred.eoessors end successors and because consciousness is best
explained. as interpretive process, which requires objeots e.nd interpretants
as first and final causes of signs.

We now turn in another direction, to

what consciousness is as the history of one's oonsoious life.
All the signs of which we have ever been conscious are related to ea.oh
other systematically.

They constitute a system.

The following considera-
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tions explain and substantiate this thesis:
1)

No item oan stand in oonsciousness unconnected with other sigµs.

For something to be in •oonsoiousness it must be a sign; that is, it must
contain within itself a reference to the re.st of a sign function.
· function has three terms; a sign, an object, !IDd an interpretant.
object oan be another sign, a oollection

A sign
An

of other signs imaginatively

unified by the sign, or some non-conscious reality that makes itself' felt
in consciousness in the form of a sign.

A conscious sign is any qualita-

tively determinate bit of oonsciousness with sufficient unity to be distinguished from its object and interpretant and which stands for its object
in some respect.

An

interpretant is another sign which specifies the

respect in which the sign of which it is the interpretant stands for its
12
object.
12.

For a quick clear aocount of the most basic elements of a sign function
see Charles w. Morris• Foundations of the Theory of Signs, International
Encyclopedia of Unified Science, Vol. l, No. 2 (Chicago, 1938, University of Chicago), P• 3 ff. Morris is concerned to define sign functions
for scfentifio use, but his sign vehicle, designation and interpretant
stand for our sign, object, interpretant in most elementary respects,
To be ccnsoious of something entails being conscious Qf it ·long enough

to know that it means something, i.e. that it is at least interpretable; if
the train of thought is so quickly interrupted that no specific interpretant
is hit upon, then the last item in the train at least oontains the quality
of interpretabil1 ty. end that is a minimal interpretant.

For a sign to be

a conscious one, we must hold it in consciousness for a span of time, during
which is made the minimal interpretation that the sign is interpretable.
This throws more light on the quality of consciousness itself.

For
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something to be an objeot in consciousness, it must define itself in an
objective context; this is to say, for something to be dyadioally opposed
as an object to a subject, it must sustain itself in a con text different
from the subject for a period of time, since dyadic oppe>sition is reaction
requiring time; also the subjeot must sustain itself in oppe>sition to the
object for that time.

I am not now speaking of the world as object, but of

signs of the world as objeot.

The context of objectivity in which a sign

occurs is that of an interpretative fUnction, and the mark of this context
in the sign itself is

interpretab~lity.

the interpretability of its contents.

Thus the mark of consciousness is
To feed this point baok on just one

previous consideration, what we feel when we feel consciousnesssl.ipping
awtq as we go to sleep is the loss of meaningfulness in what crosses our
minds.

Not only do v.e less and less carefully interpret our thoughts,

but they seem less and less interpretable.

They are not only less signi-

ficant, but in fact also seem less of a form whioh has significance.
Thus for something to be conscious it must carry the possibility of
bei~g

interpreted.

That we are not always explicitly conscious of this

interpretability is only to say that we are not always conscious of being
conscious.
2)

Consciousness cannot be pure flux.

It may be that the world of

physical reality is pure flux, and this may apply to the physical aspeots
of thinking, but the life of consoiousness cannot properly be described
in that wtq, notwithstanding James' doctrine that what was immediately
present to consci_o usness was a pure perceptual flux and that this flux
was interrupted by static oonoepts.

•The perceptual flux as such ••••

means nothing, and is but what it illlll\ediately is. w The in telleotual life
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of man consists allllOst wholly in his substitution of a conceptual order
for the perceptual order in which his experience originally comes• (Italics
omitted) • •••• concepts are secondary formations, inadequate and only
ministeriai.• 13 The trouble with James'. theory is his failure to reoog13.

•Percept and Concept," Some Problems of Philosophy (New York, 1911,
Longmans, Green & Co.), pp. 49, 51, ·79.

nize that nothing, not even perception, could be present to
without being interpreted.

Our senses may be continuously

bombarded, but we only notice those things for which

~

have signs to

Even if the last sign in an interrupted train is a percept

that goes uninterpreted, we oan only recall it as being conscious if

~

go up to it through what went before, i.e., interpret it as a sign, one

of whose objects was a previous sign.
The flow of consciousness is demarcated by signs, end signs are distinot insofar as one can stand for another.

This raises two problems:

a) how do signs achieve the individual unity to be distinct, and b) how oan
they be together so as to pass from one to the other?
a)

A sign has a unity according to the quality or aspect in respect to

which it relates its interpretant to its object.

For instance, an object

"book• has a sign •red• interpreted by an interpretant articulated as "the
book is red•; the unity of the sign is its oolor.
types of unities is what Peirce called sem\otic,
14.

,,.Ji/

Conscious sensibility is not of 'th~ stuff o!1' ~fir/

consciousness, which is interpretable.

interpret.

c~nsoiousness

My/.Jtt.A/ ~ (yv.i: /;, tl<

14

The theory of different
and is too deta1led to

Peirce, "Logio as Semiotic•, Philosophical Writings.

l
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go into here.
The temporal (as opposed to logioel) demaroation and unity of' a. sign
is given by its role in a sign f'unotion.

The point in the temporal exten-

sion of thought where a sign is out off' and

beco~s

the object of a following

sign is not fixed until· it is interpreted as the object of the following
sign by an interpretant.

Henoe, we a.re unaware of' a boundary between the

sign "book" and the sign •red• until the interpretant talces the second to
stand for the first in

so~

respeot; then the book and the red are seen a.s

distinct signs, and if the interpretant is interpreted, it then appears
distinct from the red, eto.

This leads to the next problem, how the signs

can be together.
b) The delineation of our oonsoiousness into elements in a sign f'unotion
is aooomplished after they beoome present to mind.

The objeot and the sign

of it are not differentiated until the interpretant is in mind.

This is

what James saw when he argued that the present is a perceptual flux and
that it is divided into segments for knowledge's sake wb3n it is past by a
new present whioh is yet a flux.
system

sho~

But as the diff'ioul ties with James'

this is not entirely right,

~d

for the following reasons:

First, the flowing present is not just an •it", not •nothing but •••
what it immediately is."

For something to be oonsoiously present at all,

it must carry the mark of' interpretability; oonsequently, even the immediate
uninterpreted present (if we oan speak of' that at all) is already implicated
in a sign function by its very fonn as an object in consciousness.

Thus,

at the very moment we are conscious of' red, before we d'stinguish the red
as a sign of the book, our consciousness of' the red includes the quality
of interpretability; we may or may not single out that quality in a further
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interpretation, whioh, a.s pointed out above, is but to say

~ may

or

may

not be oonsoious of being oonsoious.
Second, we a.re oonsoious of only those things whioh we can interpret;
we are oonsoious only of those things for whioh we have interpretants•

To

say that for something to be in oonsoiousness it must be interpretable is
to say that at the very moment we are oonsoious of it we are giving it a
minimal interpretation.

If, for instanoe, a loud noiee bursts upon our

consciousness and we have no idea what the noise is (we have no interpretant
descriptive of the noise), we nonetheless must note that it is a noise.

If

we make no interpretations of it at all, not even that it is a noise, or
that at least it is a disturbance to our train of thought, then we are
conscious of it.

not

This goes beyond what we have said before.

Third, the above point implies a theo11:" of time that rules out oonsoiousness as a pure flux.
interpreted within it?

What must a •moment• be like to have a sign

It must first of all be of a certain duration within

whioh time the interpretation oan take plaoe.
into before-and-after-the-interpretation.

It oan be logically divided

But to be a moment whioh cannot

be divided into further moments, it oannot have parts of which we oan be
conscious as occurring earlier end later.

The present does not appear to

be an extension of time with parts; if v.e think about "now" in suoh a

wey

as it has earlier end later parts, we oall all but the last one "past".
A moment of time whioh we oall present has a before end after, but not an
earlier and later.
A special danger to be guarded against here is collapsing all of time
in to one atomic moment.

If both a sign end its in terpretan t are oo n tained

in one moment with no earlier and later parts, and if for the interpretant
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to appear it must also be interpreted, why a.re not all signs contained in
one moment?

The answer is complex, but it is a. good one.

both sign and interpretant contained within

Not only are

the moment, but there is pro-

cess from the first to the second, the process of interpretation.

A process

implies that a possibility is made actual and that an indeterminacy is
determined.

In the moment, the sign is with the possible interpretant

before it is with the actual one; after the interpretant is actualized,
something has been added to the possible to make it actual, and that addition

Ce.JOO

in the process.

The addition is a further determination of the

possible, in fact a complete determination of it in respect to the past;
the actual is wholly determinate in that respect.

But theru the actual

interpretant also has a possible interpretant which is actualized by a
process of interpretation.

This second interpretation constitutes a

second atomic moment with the first interpretent actual before and the
second actual frllter the process.

Atomic moments then a.re defined by

irreducible and discrete bi ts of process; two processes represent two
atomic moments, since, because the first interpretant appears in two roles,
as interpretant and as sign to be interpreted, en earlier and a later can
be distinguished.
moments would

~

If we use a spacie'.i figure, the seq~ence of atomic
look like a

v
row of dominoes lined end to

Y

end with the

different halves representing before and after; rather the dominoes would
be overlapping with the after of one being the before of the following.
This theory has the added advantage of aooounting for the direction
of time.
zation.

Time ooves toward the future by virtue of the :process of actua11'What v.e feel as the on-rnovingness of the present i ·s the process

defining en atomic moment, the movement from possible to actual.
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What must be aooounted for then in a theory of the connections of
signs is their apparent continuity and their functional discontinuity.
They are discontinuous in that at one moment we can have both a sign end
its interpretant functionally related, and that function produces the
further distinction between sign and object.

This is against James•

theory that it is impossible to have an interpretative relation in the
immediate present.

Consciousness ap:pears to be a continuous stream of

signs because there is no point at whioh an atomia moment is finished
end another not begun.

To say that atomio moments have no earlier and

later is not to say they have no interiors; that Whioh is a part of one
oan also be a part of another one, and the direction of sequence is given
by the process of actualizing and interpretant.

While oonsciousness

flows, it is not pure uninterpreted flux.
3)

It is quite obvious to anyone who reflects upon his own conscious-

ness that it rarely if ever: appears to be a series of atomic moments, each
containing an interpretation.

If all the time we could hold in mind in a

given moment were that taken by a sign lasting for a minute period, consciousness would be a blooming, buzzing confusion indeed.

Fortunately for

our . sanity, we a.re able rather early in life to abstract, that is to have
signs which are interpretants for a great many signs.
Among the signs which are the possible interpretants for a conscious
sign in an atomic moment a.re many that have as the respect in whioh the
sign can stand for its object a respect that applies to a great many other
signs.

With i:he example of the red book, our thought of red is quite

likely a whole string of signs, lasting perhaps a second or two, all of
which are somewhat dif'ferent but all of whioh oan be collected under the
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aegis ttred• to stand for the book.

Even a rather unsophistioated human

being has a great wealth of "general• interpretants, if I might use that
term without a fixed teohnioal meaning yet.

And it seems from my own

refleotion that nearly all of oonsoious life is interpreted in tenns of
such interpretants; at least those interpretations that we are oonsoious
of me.king are those whioh are desoribable in general terms.
This gives rise to an important point.

We oan only be oonsoious of

making those interpretations for whioh we have. interpretants.

Our limited

number of interpretants limits those processes of interpretation of whioh
we oan be oonscious.
ness.

This means that there are two kinds of self-oonsoious-

A. A. Bowman saw this point well, and called them

_secondary self-consciousness.
15.

15

primar~

and

The system of connections that signs

Sacramental Universe, p. 259 ff.

fonn by virtue of being related by interpretative functions is the ground
for primary self-oonsoiousness; every sign in my conscious life is oonneoted to at least one other sign as interpretant, and sinoe it would be
difficult to have a set of signs within the total system none of whioh are
oonnected with any sign in the rest of the system, 1 t is probable that all
signs are oonnected with eaoh other by some route or another. This totality
•
of all my signs is that to v.hioh a pre sent sign 1 s related in primary
self-oonsciousness when it is interpreted by one of the system's signs.
A sign is given a quality that is characteristically mine when it is
integrated into my system of oonsoiousness.
Secondary self-consciousness is the explioit interpretation of a
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sign as belonging to me.

I am conscious of my self" s oonsoiousness only

when I have an interpretant that so recognizes some sign or interpretation.
My oonoeption of what I am is in part a conception of what I have thought,
and I oan be oonsoious of only that part of what I have thought that I can
piok out with interpretants.

To be sure, this discussion does not exhaust

even the root meaning of self-consciousness; using the mechanism of secondary
self-consciousness, men

is capable of taking what he sees himself to have

thought and done as signs of an underlying self that cannot be imnediately
had, since the self is not itself a sign.
Primary self-consciousness is of the present time, my system of signs
and the new sign being related in the atomic moment by the connection of
interpretation; the interpretant represents the system.
·consciousness is of my past being.

Secondary self-

Secondary self-oonsoiousness is itself

an interpretation whose objeot (the object of

t~

sign being given an

interpretant) must be another process of interpretation wherein a sign is
related to my system of signs via 1 ts interpretant.

Thus the secondary

self-consciousness is later then that which it marks as part of myself'.
~

The similarities and differences between the

types of self-conscious-

ness are well .illustrated in interconnection by Bo'WT!len 1 s example of the
tea-taster.

The tea-taster first sips, tastes:

primary selfoonsciousness;

then there is a pa.use while the chemical reactions

oo~leting

the process

of taste talce place; then the expert connects the feelings of the end of
the process with those of the beginning, of which he is now secondarily
conscious, and unites all in a judgment about the whole taste.

Here primary

and secondary self-consciousness are distinguishable, al though they flow
into one another.

16

16.

Ibid.
The upshot of

t~se

oonsiderations is that in desoribing the phenomenon.

of our oonsciousness, we must talce note of the far reaohing power of man's
interpretative ability.

Man oan enoompass his whole life in thought, all

of history, actual or potential.

His oapaoity for imagination, for hy:po-

thesi zing new and speculative interpretants for his experienoe, has met
little limitation.

Interpretation of experience is not to be thought

bound to a purely mechanistic model of how signs occur and are interpreted;
as in all things, some interpretations are more important than others, end
the struotures of experienoe are to be found in 1 ts more significant portions.
An historical system of consciousness then · is all the signs that have

appeared in one's consciousness.

They are systematio because they are

in terlooked by interpretative relations; a sign at one time interprets,
another time is interpreted.

Since every sign of whioh I am conscious at

e. present nv:>ment is interpreted by e. sign f'rom within my historical systau

of signs, the new sign is given e. special flavor

oharao~ristioally

a flavor corning from the connotations of' the interpretant.

mine,

In this sense,

the system of signs is prior to any individual sign, as Bowman has pointed
17
out in an abstract way,
in that there is a special oharaoter to the
17.

Op. cit. Ch. I. This is a discussion of the nature of system and
funo tion. See al so Ch. V, p. 194.

system as a Whole that is imparted to each sign by virtue of its being
in the system.

Aside from its relation to the other elements in its sign
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function, a sign is related to the system as part to whole.

With his

usual descriptive accuracy and metaphysical bufuddledness, this is what

"warm".

James saw v.hen he called our thoughts
18.

18

Principles of Psychology, Vol. I, pp. 73-4. "Each pulse of cognitive
consciousness, each Thought, dies away and is replaced by another.
The other, among the things it knows, knows its own predecessor, and
finding •warm•, in the weq we have described, greets it, saying:
'Thou art ~. and part of the same self w1 th met' "
One more problem about en historical system of conscious signs needs

to be considered here.

We have not been capable of consciousness or

triadic, interpretative reaction all of our lives.

Up to a point, perhaps

reached before birth, what mental aotivity we had was in no
no interpretation took place.
was the first sign?

way

conscious;

When and how did consciousness begin?

What

To make the problem harder, the first sign had to be

accompanied by an interpretent which must have had prior meaning in our
consciousness.

And if the interpreted sign was not a precept with its

object in non-oonsc ious reality, it must have had a third sign as its
object.

In one sense, the rise of consciousness is a matter of scientific

study, but in another sense it presents a purely philosophical problem.
At some point, a mental activity carried with it a potentiality for conscious interpretation, and that :potentiality was actualized.

But the

fact that we cannot point to the first member of a system does not mi ti-

'

gate the fact that the system exists, nor does it obviate our knowledge
of it.
We have so far

di~oussed

consciousness, what it is like and how it

is structured in an historical person.
of experience as a phenomenon

is to

What remains now in the problem

de~ermine

the connection of oon-
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soiousness and experienoe.

The thesis is that consciousness is an integral

part of every experience, and hence of experience in general, but that
there is more to experience than consciousness.

This relationship w1J.l be

shown in discussing experience as a sign relating a world to a self.
Section II.

Experience and World

It is nothing new tmse days to point out that a recurring problem
in philosophy sinoe Descartes has been to get out of the mind, by which
I mean to be able to olaim truth for knowledge of the world over against
the mind.

The problem was occasioned by a move taken by both Descartes

and his follower, Looke, leader of the British empirical tradition, in
their attempts to find a sure mark of truth, an indubitable starting point.
The proper place to check the truth of our knowledge, they said, was on the
ideas themselves, not the world.

One looked at one's oonoeption of some-

thing, deolared Desoartes, to see if it were clear and distinot.

Locke

explioitly substituted "determined or determinate idea" for "olear and
di stinot

idea~ ,

by which he meant a singular or complex of singulars written

upon the mind, the •tabula" (see his Epistle To the Reader, Essay Concerning
Human Understanding).

Hume further specified the determinateness as "force

and vivacity" of singular sense impressions.

Always, to see whether our

knowledge were true, we are told to reduoe it to its simple oomponents and
see if we have vivid and foroeful impressions for each part.
The diff'ioul ties with this move are notorious.

For Descartes, thoughts

were of a different substance from the world, and : the only way he oould
maintain that even our clearest end most distinct ideas oorresponded to
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the world was by claiming that God could not, could not, deceive us about
such things.

The British empiricists are in an even more tenuous position,
19
for, as Paul Weiss has pointed out,
they had to maintain the ontologioal
19.

Modes of Being (Carbondale, 1958, Southern Ill. Univ. Press), p. 241.

argument for every single impression.

The ontological argument asserts the

reality or existence of something from some characteristic in the idea of
it; in the theological tradition the guarantee of the object was the
neoessi ty of the idea, meaning that the idea of the denial of the object's
existence was self-oontradiotory.

--..._

(

The guarantee in the British empiricist

tradition was the force and vivacity of the idea, the mark of the idea as
an impression, not a fiction produced by the mind.

There was no way, how-

ever, of supporting this version of the ontological argument if one chose
to doubt it.
The lesson to be learned from this history is that if we start in the
mind as the basis of truth, we cannot get out.

If the search for truth is

referred to a characteristic of ideas, the only truth we can have is about
ideas.

The problem then is to find a starting place where the "WOrld as

such is already an element.
Up to this point our discussion has centered around the phenomenal
nature of consciousness, and this procedure may be misleading if the primary
thesis stated at the beginning is not reasserted.
relating the world to the self.

Experience is a sign

Experience as a whole is .Q.! the world.

We spoke of consciousness end of the operations of signs within consciousness, but we should note that the second occurrence of the word oonsoiousness

I
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designates a part of the world.

How is experience a sign of the world?

The argument will take the following fonn.

If experience is a sign of

the world, the world must get itself :represented in experience in certain
respects through certain ways.

~he

thesis on this issue is that some signs,

percepts, have parts of the world as their objects, not other signs; one
type of reality can be a sign of another type.

The Cartestian-Empiricist

difficulty is avoided by insisting that the reality of one is that of a
sign for the other; in searohing for truth, one does not look at the signs
as things in themselves, but at them as signs of the \'Klrld.

This amounts

to saying that we look at the world, mediated by signs, but no less the
world for all that, in order to establish truth.

Truth finding, in some

sense, goes on in the world, not our minds; it is the testing of the world
against the world.
If experience is a sign of the world, and the self is the interpretant
and , interpreter of the sign, then we must show the connection between the
self and experience.
as a sign.

Experience is at once a part of a self and autonomous

We must then distinguish the operations of experience as a sign

from its operations as it is an element of a self.

A self has experience

as a sign, and includes it as part of its being as interpreter and interpretant.

It is my hope, in Section III, to make this clear by a discussion of

subject and object and of BO\'V!Ilan1 s attempt to reduce the self to the
historical system of experiences.
In disoussing the structure of oonsoiousness, I have taken all of the
elements of a sign function to be conscious signs, with only an occasional
reference to a special kind· of' sign, a percept.

Now a great many of our

signs are percepts, and the peouliar oharaoter of a percept needs to be

•
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disoussed.

A peroept is itself a conscious sign, with a non-conscious

object, interpreted by another conscious sign; of course, as conscious
signs the percepts and their interpretants are part of broader organismic
responses.
It is important to emphasize that a percept is a conscious sign,
composed of the stuff of consciousness, and that it is not a purely physical
thing.

A peroept, like any conscious sign, cannot exist in consciousness

without an interpretant.

According to Peirce, the most primitive form of

oonsciousness is a perceptual judgment wherein a percept is interpreted.
A percept is a direct sign of the world, but it is never had 1n an unmed1ated fonn, that is outside of a perceptual judgment.
This theory must be distinguished from others which fail to see that
the peroepts we have in consciousness are of a different stuff from most of
their objects.

Wm. James represents the theory closest to the one I am

espousing which still differs on just this point.

His doctrine of pure

experience, discussed partially above, maintains that we have •present to
us", what I would call "in consciousness• and what Dewey would call "had
by us", pure perceptualized being.

According to the We:-/ we sort out

individual portions of this pure experience, it gets put in certain contexts, the two main oontexts being that of the sequence of

~experience

of the pure experience and that of its constituting the real physical w:>rld.
If we disregard the difficW.ties involved in a pure experience that cannot
but must be experienced by someone, we still find the theory suffering
from the following problem.

The perceptual flow of experienoe as it is

pure and immediate in our minds, is of the
the world perceived.

Sa.ll16

stuff which constitutes

As it flows by in the stream of extended presents,
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the

pero~ptual

front is unmediated, uninterpreted; it contains no thirdness,

Jemes realizes that to be interpreted the perceptual flow would have to be
out up and forced into concepts, which, for him, are distortions of the
real; he wants to maintain that in the perceptual present '-.e have an unadul tera.ted oontaot with reality to which all concept-ridden notions and theories
can be referred for verification.

The failure of this doctrine, however,

rests on the difficulty that an uninterpreted part of oonsoiousness has no
conneotion with any other part.

Unless it is given

an

interpretant vthile it

is still present, an interpretant that connects it with the rest of our
thought, it slips irrevocably into the past, not even .2.!!!: pa.st, sinoe it is
not given the ohara.oter of "ours• by being integrated .into our system of
signs.

We ha.ve no hook in the uninterpreted by which to bring 1 t ba.ok into

present consciousness; it is. not even of the form of which

v.<e

could be

conscious.
But what about this non-physical stuff?

Perhaps I use the word

"conscious stuff" unadvisedly; what I want to indicate is that percepts,
indeed all signs, have a. dimension of reality over and above that usually
attributed to non-conscious things, a. reality given them preoisely because
they are signs.
in themselves,
~eing

Non-conscious things include physical things and ideas
An

idea is something, again according to Peirce, whose

•consists in mere capability of getting thought, not in anybodyts

Actually thinking them. 1
20.

2·0

When an idea is thought it is g1 ven the added

"A Neglected Argument." Values ••• , p. 359.

property of being a sign, but as it is in itself it lacks the reality a.
sign has.
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As has· been said many times in the course of this chapter, the added
dimension of reality consciousness has, over and above the reality the bodily
equivalences of mental life, is not something to be explained from the
standpoint of the non-conscious.

Nonetheless, its mark is the ability

to be a sign, to refer beyond its being in itself to an object mediated
through itself to another sign, an interpretant.

A percept has this reality;

James' immediate perceptual flux does not.
The chief' issue now is, how oan a sign have as an object something of
a different sort of reality?

There is no a priori difficulty in supposing

that it can, but the problem is to show how.

Conside r a percept of the

physical world, the world of brute fact; take a percept of a table, for
instance.

First of all, I em at least dyadioally related to the table.

I

touoh it, and a dyadic chain of responses connects the table to the outcome
of neural processes in my brain; similarly, light rays bring certain
responses to my brain as I look at it, eto.

Presumably all of my facul-

ties of sensation relate the

the table to my brain.

world ~inoluding

/

,,,.J

Specifically, the table is related dyadically to that part of my brain
which is the non-conscious counterpart of consciousness.

But for the

table to oome into consciousness, it must terminate in something that
can be interpreted.

A percept is a mental oocurrenoe whose reality con-

sists both in its lh>eing the end product of a chain of dyadic responses
and in its being interpreted.
Le:t Ille

;i:~iterat~ ~e

Qonditions g?ver}ling , 'the

made for olarity•s sake v.hen
for experience.
interpreter.

- ~bstractions

we have

we discuss only consciousness as the model

Experience i:s an interpretative response of the self as

While the interpretation is usually centered in one aspect of
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the self, f'or instance consciousness, the response involves to some degree
all the systematically related elements of the self.

Reading a book is

rather strictly a conscious experience, above and beyond the mere seeing;
the feeling of awe or terror is largely non-conscious.

I have limited

discussion to highly articulated consciousness for ease in citing accepted
and recognizable evidence.
We must bear in mind that •conscious sign• denotes not only what we
thin~

of' "in mind" but also the whole response the organismic self makes,

reflected in consciousness.
signs• I mean

t~

Accordingly, when I spee.k of

11 a

system of'

whole system of' interpretative elements which function

in experience as signs, although they are most clear for analysis in their
conscious aspects.

Vlhen the physical is distinguished f'rom the conscious

as le.eking a dimension of' reality the latter has, the in tent is to distinguish the dyadic from the triadic or interpretative.

The interpretative

functioning of' signs is most explicit in oonsoiousness, though it goes on
in other parts of the self as well.
The oruoial po int is that a percept is not only oondi tioned by 1he
dyadic relation to the table, but also by its 1nterpreta.bil1ty.
have a sign that can interpret it.

I must

This means that I notice only those

elements of' sensible reaction in my brain for which I have interpretants.
That mental occurrence oan take on the added reality of consciousness
which oan be interpreted.

To be sure, this is not a tight affair; there

is a certain amount of' slippage.

A percept is not interpreted exactly;

the contribution from the purely dyadic side causes resistance to interpretants that do not quite fit, and we are continually speculating new
interpretants as hypotheses to better interpret the resistance in the
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percept.
The implications of the fe.ot that what can beoome oonsc1ous is limited
to what is aotually inwrpretable, can only be brought out by anticipating
the discussion of oriti.oal interpretation to be found in the next chapter,
but it is profitable to do so here.

As a bare minimum, percepts are merely

connected with an interpretant; that interpretation, a perceptual judgment,
also can be criticized.

To critioize something is to consider it as an

hypothesis to be tested, and then subject it to certain tests.

Now to

reiterate a point made above, those interpretations about which we usually
speak are not the whole chain of interpretative processes contained in a
series of atomic moments of consciousness, but rather crucial interpretations in which the interpretant stands for a great length of the chain.
Thus, when I touch the table, the percept I recognize interpreting is the
table's feel, not the components of that feel.

The same holds for sight;

Hume was right (though he thollght it meant something different) when he
pointed out
of brown.

\1119

see the table as brown, not a spectrum of shaded degrees

Moreover, the interpretant l use to interpret the whole complex

of sensible reaction in my brain is probably just "table•, and only afterwards do I think "brown", "hard", "square", eto.

The point is that the

percept is not just the complex of Wsimplas• that I derive on later analysis,
but rather the whole unity interpretable by

11

table".

It also includes the

side contributed by the manifold of sensible, physioal, dyadic reactions,
and these offer resistance to the interpretant "table 11 , perhaps in the end
proving it inappropriate; but the percept cannot a.void the form forced upon
it by its interpretability.
The upshot of great 100ment sterruning from this dootrine is that inter-
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pretants like •tragedy" and •substance" may be as legitimate for interprating the world as "brown• or "hard".

As a matter of fact, they are

usually ta.ken tentatively, more hypothetically than •simple" interpretants.
and are usually subjected to more critic al tests.

But insofar as they are

interpretants, they are all of similar form.
Now what does this mean, that "tragedy" and "substance" can be as
legitimate interpretents of the world as "brown" and

11hard•?

This takes us

back to the nature of signs as being of the world as vell as of other signs.
The interpretants -we have, for the most part, do not interpret peroepts as
the feelings on our nerve ,ends, or part of the dyadic chains within the
body, but rather move far out on the causal chains connecting us with our
environment and interpret our percepts as they are revelatory of the world
"out there".

This is not to say that we do not notice bodily sensations,

or, on the other hand, things very far remote from the near environment.
But on the whole, the most pa.rt of our interpretants function for the range
of our everyday vision and hearing.

It would be interesting on another line

to investigate the factors that go into determining the general drift of
the growth of our interpretants, the levels upon which the most pressing
problems are posed that

'\e

must cope with, and upan whioh the most inter-

esting things happen, and upon which we find best expression for what we
need to express.

Even more interesting is "tile unity and continuity of the

world as we interpret it; only when the hard brown table becomes a dance of
electrons is the issue of continuity of interpretative vocabulary urged.
As long as our experience is oonsoious and
/

th~t

-_:::.

/

oonsoiousness is inter-

J

pretation of percepts or further soph:ftstooa,ted j11dgments a.bout perceptual
Jl.._...//

judgments, our experience is of the world.

For what we interpret is not .
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jus~

the sign but the objeot through the sign.

We see the world through

signs. oonorete situations; only a sophistioated thinker sees the signs and
not the world. and even in so doing he oonsiders the signs as aspeots of
the world.

When we oheok the validity of our interpretations, we look not
21
at signs as signs, but at the world present in signs.
The following

21.

A kind of experienoe not profitably oalled "of the world• is reverie.
Reverie is a olose interohange of primary and seoondary self-oonsoiousness, but even in the latter, little thought is taken of it being
objectively real. That it J& objectively real is not to be doubted,
sinoe it is a definite state of mind; but reverie does not claim or
aoknowledge validity.

chapter spells this out more fully.
Two oonolud.ing general points oan be made to this section.

First, we

have not yet determined all the different kinds of things that oa.n oonstitute
the world.

Espeoially we should not think of the world as composed merely

of those things that oan exoite our nerve endings.

To be dyadically opposed

to another being in time and space means that the opposition must be mediated
in physical ways, but this does not preolude

my

saying legitimately that

my

friend is "piqued•; his pique is not a merely physical thing - it is a state
of consciousness - but it has its marks on his features which I see and
which convey his state to me.

Similarly, there may be other kinds of reality

oonstituting the world that are only mediated by the physioal.
It is even too extreme to limit dyadio relations to the physical or
what can be mediated by the physioal.

I surely seem to know pure ideas

mediated thro9gh oonsoious signs but without going through a purely physical
mediation.

Mathematics seems to have such a dyadic status; I learn it by

gradually sharpening and defining my store of interpretents, nnd by the
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diffioulty I find in the prooess of learning I know that mathematioal
ideas have some being apart from me.

But this is a problem beyond the

compass of this paper, and to put one's foot in too far is to be carried
away.
Second, the world, as it is brought to me by experience, is determined
in special ways.

Apart from the objective unity it has in itself as a real

entity, the world is unified, chosen and given

meaning peculiar to me by

virtue of the sign - experienoe - through which it is mediated.
my experienoe is mine, the world as I have it is

~

Insofar as

world, and I make con-

nections and disjunctions perhaps not resident in the world outside of its
triadic, i.e. experiential, relations to me.

The clues to how the world

is so taken are to be found in examination of how the self is related to
its experienoe.
Section III.

Experience and Self

It is essential for the prinoipal thesis of this chapter to make the
strongest possible case against totally identifying experience with the
self that has it.

In one sense, experience is part of the self, but from

no possible standpoint in that sense is it more than a part beside others• ·
Experience and the self are not congruent.
Bowman argues that they are.

Surprisingly enough, A.A.

A detailed analysis of his argument will get

the major points of the issue stated •
.Among the difficulties in analysing someone else's disoussion of a
topic after having staked muoh on one's own disoussion is an inevitable
confusion 1n terms.

Especially sinoe Bowman has heavily influenced what

I have said so far and I have put his terms to my own use, I find it hard
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to do justice to his argument when I want to turn and refute it, though
I must try to do so.
The notion of experienc/ as a. syste' is his, but I have carefully
avoided an ambiguity in his doctrine that allows him to do wonderful things.
His ambguity is based on two ways in which the tenn •an experience" can
be taken:

on the one hand, an experience is a state of mind, a qualita-

tively determinate stat e of consciousness, as I have taken the tenn; on
the other hand, an experience includes all the extra-conscious elements
necessary for an experience of, both an experiencer
enced.

~the

world experi-

Although he describes and justifies only the fonner side, from the

latter he can conclude that the self is totally included in the system of
all its experiences.
Two considerations lead me to hold him to the fonner alone, aside from
the fact that it is the only side he justifies.

First, he does separate

in other discussions the objective world from the system of subjective
experiences.

He maintains that we have to subject our experiences to

certain tests and perform operations with them to determine which of them
are veridical.

In Studies in the Ph,ilosophy of Religion he argues that

we cannot asswne a single experience ix> be veridical, but rath_,r that an
22
object is only truly experienced in a series of experiences.
In Chapter
22.

Studies (New York, 1937, Macmillan), Vol. II, p. 209 ff. It must be
noted that in this work he takes a stand contrary to the Sacramental
Universe, saying that consciousness can be defined in terms of experience and not vice versa ( p. 241 ). Since the more elaborate
account of experience is in s. A., I confine the rest of my discussion
to that work to avoid these contradictory theses (both books were compiled by editors from notes after BoW11an' s death.)

VI of Saoramentel Universe he argues that experience is wholly subjective
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and to be distinguished f'rom the entirely different and independent 100de
of being of the physical.

"Objective" connotes the relation between any

mode of being and consciousness;
23.

23

by becoming aware of the relations

Sacramental Universe, p. 223 ff.

between subjectivity and objectivity we learn how to experientially determine what the world is.

These doctrines indicate that at least the objective

pole is not to be included in the subjective system of experiences, although
it gets its character of objectivity by being related to it.

Second,

purely methodologically it is more fruitful to make the distinction between
the self and the content of its conscious states when the issue under discussion is the very relation between them.
For our purposes, then, Bowman's system of experiences is the system
of conscioQs states; unconscious states are to be included in this system
by virtue of part of their essence being the possibility of being conscious (seen. 7 above).

His thesis is that a system of experiences is a

subject for each of its individual experiences.

No experience can exist

by itself, but only in functional relation with other experiences, and as
we have seen above, this gives the individual experience a definition as
part of the whole system.

*In the order of being the system assuredly

precedes its individuated contents. 11
24.

24

The following argument is to be found in Sacramental Universe,
pp. 194-199.
Bowman• s next move is to show how the system can be an agent.

p·s y-

chical states are e.cti vi ties, he says, and an agent is the being that
sustains the activities.

This, however, begs the question.

The system
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of a.otivities is

no~

necessarily the same as the system of consoious states

that come into being by aoti vi ti es relating them.

That which rel ates them,

which does the acting, may be outside their system of in teroonnections, even
if the system is cbntologically prior to its contents.

Here is an example of

his slipping the subject illegitimately into "the experience.

A system of

functions may not account for the power of functioning.
As evidence fot: the above moves, he attempts to show whose experiences
the psychical states are in the following dichotomies:
a) "Either the activities must be assigned to a subject other than
themselves, or else b) there is no need to assume any suoh s11bjeot.
By the latter alternative I do not mean that a subject or

~ent

is

denied, but that the character of subject is ascribed to the activity
as such.•
In reference to (b ), Bowman takes William James 1x> be representative of
the position, to wit, that our mental processes not only are psychical
operations, but that they themselves perform those operations.

The diffi-

culty Bowman points out in this position is that if a mental activity! is
the knowledge of!,, then! cannot possibly know I,, since it is the .knowledge
of

!

itself.

This is the same as saying, with Peirce, 'that the interpreter

and the interpretant are not the same, and I think it a valid point, if
confined to the domain of conscious signs.
Alternative (a), that the activities must be assigned to a subject
other than themselves, gives rise to the second dichotomy:

•Either (a) the

subject must be thought as existing independently of the activities asaigied
to it; or (b) the activities and the subject must somehow be thought
together.•
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(a) h

the Kantian position, and Bowman refrains from a technical

argument except for one point.
11 •••• the subjective states or aotivi ties, which differentiate
the empirical from the transcendental self, are not appearances
at all. That is to say, they are not objects, but instances,
of experience, and for that reason it cannot be assumed (as it
is by Kant) that they define themselves against the noumenal ego
as appearances define themselves against the thing-in-itself. 11
( p. 197)

This is, however, just the point at issue, whether the self is to be identifled-with instances of mental activity, or whether it has some sort of
independence from them.

To · call mental activities •appearances" is too

strong for many reasons, but so is calling them
direction.

9 instanoes",

in the opposite

Mental activities which we take to be signs of the self mediate

our knowledge of it, and not merely in an indexical way:

but as signs they

are not to be identified with their objeot.
Bowman then concludes that (b) is the only possible alternative, namely
that the subject and the acti vi ties of the subject, though not identioal,
must be thought together.

This "means that every time we think of a mental

event as occurring, we must think. of a subject as acting.
implicate or presupposition of the former.-"

The latter is an

Moreover, an active subject

implies a plurality of activities which "relate themselves to the agent as
an indefinitely variable manifold to an invariable unity.

The activities

are correlated not only to the system as such but also to other individual
members.
activity.

Otherwise a distinct subject would have to be p0sited for each
The subject then, says Bowman, is

11

a system whioh. with each

addition to its oontents, will reassert its unity and

self-identity.~

The

only difference between a system of experience end a subject of experience
is merely verbal, that is, •A system of experience is the unity of our
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mental activities when viewed in the light of their functional relations to
one another;

a subject of experience is this same system when viewed in the

light of its relation to eJ!.Y particular activity.•
Boman' s argument is inadequate, and this can be shown by an expansion
of the critical principle used above to undercut his imputation of agency to
the system of experiences.
gative insisted upon
signs.

To make 1 t clear I shall make use of the prero-

above, of calling experiences conscious states or

Now the system of signs is the system of all elements in all of one's

sign functions, with the exception of' objects of percepts which appear only
in mediated fonn in the percepts' interpretants.

Included in the s ig;n

functions are the processes of interpretation that functionally relate the
signs; however, the processes of interpretation are included in the system
of signs as completed things for which we can have signs, not in the actual
act of interpreting.

An action is not the same thing as an acting, and

Bowmen has confused the two.

An interpretation as an action is the func-

tional relation of sign and interpretant; insofar as it is an element in
the systemi. of signs it is a wholly determinate, actual thing.
tation as an acting is a real process. with being

onl~r

An interpre-

in a present moment;

it is not wholly actual, but an actualizing; and interpretation as an acting
changes to an action whe n it becomes past.
The subject as agent is that which does the acting,

Bowman claims

that the system in terms of whioh a sign is being interpreted is the agent
doing the inter1reting.

The system, a.s represented by the in terpretant, is

that whioh performs the interpretation.

But his is a loose use of words.

A sign is interpreted by e.n interpretent, end henoe by the system, but this

is only to say that the interpretant is the term with which the sign is
interpreted.
this

do~s

An empty milk bottle may be replaced by a full one, but

not prove that a millonan is a full bottle.

Two general consider-

ations arise from this.
l) The · system of conscious signs is a dependent reality.

It has a

dimension of reality not had by the self considered as body alone, but it
is dependent on the self, including body, for its existence.

Speoifically,

it is dependent on the power of the self operating to integrate its parts
for the power of the agency which performs interpretation.

The being of

the system is sustained by the power of the self to make it a factor in
the present moment.

A system of signs once thought is past, end will

remain so unless brought into the present age.in by a power outside of
i tsel.t', a power that relates it to a new sign, making the new sign a:.part
of it.

Consciousness must always be renewed in an actual being.

2) The relation of the self to the system of conscious signs can be
explicated by recalling a distinction between subject and object made
briefly above.

For something to appear in consciousness, that is, for

us to be oonsoious of something, it must be present.

To be present to

means to be dyad.ically opposed as an object to a subjeot.
is a sign present, it must be

present~

the interprete.nt; with the entire system.

But not only

an interpretant, and through
That which is present must

sustain itself' in an objective context, the context itself being dyad.ioally opposed to the subject whioh must also sustain itself.

The system

of conscious signs that Bowmen tried to make the subjeot of the individual
signs is really the objective context which sustains the objeot in con-
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sciousness over against the subject.
25
Bowman maintains, at one point
that consciousness of an object is
25.

Sacramental Universe. p. 255 ff.

necessarily also an experience of what it means to be a subject.

VJhat he

intends by this is that all oonsoiousness is also primary self-oonsoiousness,
due to the necessity of all oonsoiousness being related.

What he goes on to

imply is that the system of experiences experienced is also the subject of
the object in oonsoiousness.

This is not the case.

It is the objective

oontext in which the object oan be an object to the subjeot.

But he is

right in that the experience of the context is the experience of objectivity,
that which is opposed to the subject.

It is the experience of the direction-

ality of subjecthood in consciousness.
As a cautionary note, we must not confuse experience as a system of
conscious signs with the world because we call them both objects to a
subject.

It is the world which is experienced through conscious signs,

but it achieves the directional oharacter of object by virtue of the very
fact

t.~at

it is mediated through signs which are objects in consciousness.

Before going on to explicate this, the point should be me.de for future
chapters that what constitutes the world for us is what can get itself
objectified in consciousness, be it physical, ideal, or what have you.
We have, in this section, distinguished the self from experience as
a system of conscious signs insofar as the self is a power, an

interpreter.

Still to be maintained is the other side of the thesis asserted at the
begirming, namely, that the self is also the intarpretant of experience.
Experienoe, as it is in itself, is a sign :roodiating the world, as it
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is represented in experienoe, to a self which includes its experienoe as a
part.

A self is both a structured, centered power e.nd the structure through

whioh the power operates.

In common parlance, the structure through which

the power operates is the body and mind; if further distinction be made, the
intellect, will and passions.

And by an extension not so very rem:>te, the

self is also his actions external to the body;; at least responsibility
extends that far.

It not being ray intention to delineate parts of the self

further than has been done, I shall toss in but one parenthetical comment
before discussing the dual role of experience and consciousness in the self.
I imagine that a more extensive investigat:i.on of all the elements of the
self would reveal that the hard-bitten notion of physical as being merely
the sort of thing 19th, century physics and chemistry thought it was is too
narrow and unrealistic.

As Peirce thought (see the Neglected Argument),

such things as change end growth require a reference to an ideal as well
as antecedent states.
Now as to consciousness and the self, consciousness is two things.
First, insofar as consciousness is merely something the self do es or has,
like walking Q'r feet, though composed of signs in triadio relations to
eaoh other, it still does not relate the world to the self in any other
way than dyadically.

The rel a.tion between the world and consciousness is

dyadic, though tm signs in consciousness are functionally triadio.
Seoond, oonsciousness is a unique pa.rt of the self in that the self oa.n
make 1 t stand out as being not a pa.rt of the self but as a sign of the
world.

Insofar as consciousness is a sign it is not defined in terms of

the self, rather in terms of its sign function, with the world being pa.rt
of' the sign function.

Consciousness is of the world, not of consciousness;
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the world is presented in oonso1ousness.

For the most part, the self' as

interpretant of oonsoiousness is operating in oonsoiousness too, that 1s
to say, the self assumes the f'onn of' a oonsoious interpretant, 1 t is repre-

sented or epitomized in a consoious interpretant; the signs which the self
interprets are of the world.
The confusion between consciousness and experience can now be cleared
up.

For experience to establish a triadic relation between the self and

the world, the taking of something as a sign of the w::>rld must occur in
oonsc1ousness; it is an interpretation.

However, there are extra-conscious

processes that aohieve special significance as part of experience because
of their relation to consciousness.
aspect of percepts.

We have already discussed the physical

On the side of i:he self, the non-conscious elements

are also involved in the centered action of the interpreter and interpretant.
Anger as an interpretant involves physiological changes, as well as does any
action resulting from conscious interpretation of the world.

Unles·s the

self as interpreter and interpretant of its experieneie intimately includes
physical a.otion, we could never account for moral
from a centered self.
part of man' s being.

Action

respons~mility

as coming

must be inextricably bound to the oonsoious

Insofar as man's reaction to the world is affected by

the fact that it is a triadic relation, it can be called experience.
Ultimately, self as interpreter and self as interpretant are merely
different aspects of the same thing.

A self has consciousness by providing

his experience with the power to be present to him.

A self is his experi-

ence because in it he is related to i:he world, and thus achieving his
definition, in ways that enable him to take it as something more than its
dyad.io effect upon him.

He can, in fact, see it as a thing apart from him.
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This brings us around to our first thesis.
relating two entities, a self and the 'M:>rld.

Experience is a sign

Without experience, when

self and world are merely dyadically related, they can be seen as independent entities only from a position exterior to them both.

From the

standpoint of self• there is only self, since it cannot get from the f'onn
it has to the world.

That it is affected by the world oan only be known

from· a standpoint that includes the world as affector.

Experience enables

the self to take the world's effects as effects, since those effects are
signs of' the world.

Through experience, the being of the self' can acknow-

ledge the being of' the world.

Without experience, we would have being in

opposition to the world, but we would have no world i n which to work out
our being.

Chapter Two.

Truth and Criticism

Sinoe this is an essay in natural theology, and sinoe it began with
a chapter on experience and its mechanics, the next move obviously seems
to be to relate God to experience in some way.

Now insofar as a proof of

God is supposed somehow to make him present in our experience, philosophy
oannot furnish such a proof, since philosophy, at least conceived in a simple
WS¥, is not very adept at creating experiences.

I~

can, however, give the

logic of what suoh an experience would be; that is, given the experience,
it oould give a philosophic account of it.
ing two chapters.
so~eme

This is the plan of the follow-

And, of oourse, beyond this, it is my hope that this

of what it would be like will itself be an interpreta.nt by whioh

those who deny evidence of God in their experience might see more there
than they saw before.
As it is my purpe>se to articulate areas of experience not oorrunonly
recognized rather than "prove 11 the e:xi stenoe of en i tam in that strange
domain of experience by a deductive argwnent from first principles agreed
upon in mundane experiences, my argument is not as week as 1 ts weakest
point, but is as week as the forcefulness with whioh it presents its conclusion as a val.id possibility.

Philosophical logic, as Peirce and many

others since him have seen, is a body of rules for reasoning that results
in true conclusions.

For most areas of experience we can test rules often

enough to have confidence in their ability to get us to true conclusion.
without having to test each applioation.

But the logic of reasoning to

God is ih a rather poor state of development due to the faot that it is
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difficult to verify the oonolusions it reaches by extra•logioal means, as
is done

in most other areas.

And as has been shown by the many ori tic isms

of the Medieval proofs for God, the logic of mundane experience cannot be
applied to the Holy, at least in a flatfooted way.
The first reaction of someone who reads a proof for God, before he
finds a fallacy, is still to be unconvinced; a proof for God lays out the
logical relationships between accepted. principles and God, but it does not
creat.e in the mind of the reader the experience of God as present which
would verify the logic.

And it cannot be asserted that our mental rules

of logic have an ontological foundation, since that is the very point at
issue, whether the ontos goes that far.

This understanding of the problem

illuminates many of the difficulties of the traditional proofs.

It is

precisely the point Kant made in criticism of the oosmologioal argument,
that it moved from empirical facts to a necessary idea, putting it in the
same position as the ontological argument as .Anselm had 1 t.

Now if, as

has often been claimed, the traditional proofs are only for the faithful,
the necessary ideas might well serve as t.erma by Vibich their experience
of God could be interpreted.

In this case the "proofs" would be valid

as instances of "faith seeking understanding•, where the object of faith
was related to other areas of experience.

Bu.t this would not be a deduc-

tive proof from those other areas, as is so often maintained •

.Anselm's

proof does not hold for "the fool who says in his heart there is no God•;
but it does hold for his fellow Christians for whom God already has a real
presence, and it does clarify their understanding.
A further m:>re practical difficulty with the traditional arguments
is that the ideas in which they terminate are not very obvious interpretants
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of experience.

As with the first cause or prime mover, it is difficult

to connect these with the rest of our religious life, and to say •this is

what we mean by God• is

no~

as obvious as St. Thomas would like to think.

My plan avoids these difficulties, though it inc11rs its own peculiar
kind; namely, it can make no claim to coerciveness.

I will try to show how

God as the Christians conceive him fits into at least one area of experience, and then will indicate experiential tests for this to verify my logic.
It will become obvious why one person cannot perfonn these tests for everyone else, and the validity of my argument can be ascertained only by each
person trying the tests; then I will point out a further difficulty with
performing 1he tests at all.
If philosophy is about the nature of things and not merely a manifestation

of the foibles of

to work on.

Tll8ll 1 S

thinking, then it must have evidence

The bulk of my argument will be to get philosophers to recog-

nize a certain kind· of evidence as legitimate to begin with.
to Peirce's distinction, this is an

According

argument with little form of argu-

mentation; at least I cannot prove before hand the validity of my argumentation.

In an effort to extend critic al thinking to areas of experience as

general and sometimes as amorphous as the religio"s, I admittedly sacrifice
the

p~eci

sion and ease of verifiability that is inherent in science; but

this seems a worthwhile, even necessary venture if we are not to turn the
most important parts of life over to undisciplined passion, especially if,
in our distaste for undisciplined passion, we deny those parts of experience
al together.

Moreover, if it is possible to open atheists and disbelievers

to new experience as it is possible to enlighten aesthetic clods (the
analogy is not to be taken too pointedly), then the state of theolog;ioal
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reasoning oan perhaps be made more preoise and easily validated in the
001irse of time.
Section I.

Critical Thinking

One of the charaoteristios of the intellectual aspect of our experience
is that consciousness in that sph.ere is critical.

By this I mean that

certain key signs, usually called propositions or theories. are considered
hypothetically to be representative of the world in some respect, not just
of other conscious signs.

And when we consider them hypothetically, I mean

that we consciously set some part of our experience away from us as a third
term relating; the •real usit end the world• end proceed to test it.
are three important issues here:

There

a) what it means to consider part of our

experience hypothetically; b) what 'besting is; c) what true knowledge is,
i.e. what it means for a propoa1·t1on to stand for part of the world in some
respect to us.
A) Consciously taking; a sig;n as hypothetical 1 s a good illustration of
the the sis maintained in the last chapter that experience both is a pa.rt of
the self and at the same time can be held a.way from the self.

This is

possible due to the fact that we can turn from the world as seen in the
proposition and consider the proposition itself in its role as a. sign.

Not

only is the wrld present to us in the signs but the signs of the world can
be present also.

However, as was maintained before, the signs can be pre-

sent as signs only when they are themselves further mediated, i.e. interpreted
by signs.

This means that not only can signs be held away hypothetioally, but
somewhere alonQ the line some signs must be appropriated as part of the
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self.

For. in the experience of objectifying part of experience and oon-

sidering it hypothetically, the experience in prooess is part of the self.
It is a. pa.rt in both of the senses of self' that

'W8

have distinguished:

as

the self is a power it is a pa.rt governed by the power as interpreter, and
as the self is the content of what it does, it is a part or the actual
being of the self as interpretant of the objectified experienoe.
~the

I

~

I both

objeotifioation of the proposition so it can be hypothetical, and

the being making it.

The experienoe of objeotifioation is

.!!ll:.ru!.,

it 1 s

me (or part of me), and it oan, by a further objectification, be abstracted
~

me

~d

oonsidered as a sign of the world.

In the previous chapter I argued for the use of the word "meaning" to
be limi tad to those interpretents I do in fact make, and distinguished this
from the program of the pragmatists to make "meaning" mean only those interpretants that stand some sort or test.
piesent point more clear.

The purpose in this was to make the

Insofar as my experience is a part of my self it

is_not necessary to distinguish certain of my interpretants as being true,
though of course all true signs, determined by tests, are included in my
experience as pa.rt of myself.

In order to put signs to the test, to have

an opinion as to their truth or falsity, we must oonsider them hypothetioally, i.e. suspend them from ourselves as signs relating the world to
us.
b) The testing of hypotheses is, of oourse, a key issue, although
sinoe it is not the primary ·S 1lbjeot of our study, it will be treated in
a cursory, general, yet I hope. preoi se wa:y.

It is especially general

in that I want to f 1t my argwnent about God in as a type of test, yet
facing the diffic1.tlty that it is a different· sort of test from what we
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ordinarily consider to be typical.

This is the point made above, 1ilat I

em trying to justify the use of reason in religious experience \'here it is
not commonly · thought applicable.
Generally stated, we test a proposition

by arriving at it by means

inde;pendent from the occurrence giving rise to its hypothetical consideration, the independent source and path satisfying us.
unpacking in two places:

This statement needs

first, arrival at the pro~i tion from an inde-

pendent souroe by an independent path; and second, the satisfaction.
l.

l

This theory is similar to Prof. Weiss• in Modes of Being, propositions
1.71:
The meaning of any idea is any other, perceptual or not, as
qualified by that conceivable transformation which would
convert it into the former.
and 3.25:
A claim to truth is vindioatable if a consequence in mind is
abstractable from a oonsequence in nature in a predesigna.table
way.
The chief differences are that I would substitute true meaning where
he has only meaning, and world where he has nature. I allow for
other aspects of the world than t.he physical, as his term implies,
and I believe in other contexts he would agree with my position on
this.
First, the doctrine that verification is accomplished by arriving at

the proposition by means different froni its original suggestion is based
a) on the premise that the world of which 1he proposition 1 s hypothetically
true exists independently from the proposition and is either fairly stable
or its changes oan be predioted, and b) on the hope that our thought is
sui'fioient to make the necessary predictions and logical transformation
conneoting the proposition originally oonsidered and a direct reference to
it at another tine and place.

That the premise is true is a point that has

been urged from the beginning of 011r discussions; to deny it would be to
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deny the possibility of a hypothetioally true meaning being true.

Our

thought could not be true of anything.
That the

~

the negative side.

is not

a~

hope oan be shown by a oonsideration of

The only We¥ by whioh a proposition oould ever be

proved wrong is by showing that the proper transformations of thought
and predictions of outcomes of independent direct referenoe that should
oonrirm the hypothesis in faot result in a oontradiotion of the hypothetioal proposition.

In other words, to know we are wrong, we have to

arr1 ve at "the hypothesis by independent means w1 th a contradicting result.
If we oould never know anything to be wrong, it would be a fool's paradise,
and under the

oirc~stanoes

there could of course be nothing wrong with

As a matter of fact we do find ourselves wrong at times and thus we

that.

do make the necessary independent processes of ver1fi·oation.
Seoond, since all the propositions involved in the verification prooess
themselves stand in need of verification, that is, they too oan be considered
hypothetioally, we limit the verification regress at points where we are
satisfied with the validity of the propositions.

And satisfaction is based

upon our fwided experience of past verifications analogous to the ones at
hand and upon our trust in propositions and methods that have never proved
false.

Our knowledge is always fallible, as Peiroe pointed out, but it

need not be fallacious.
Our funded experience gives us satisfactory resting places both for
method and for "the sources of independent direct reference to the world.
Logic is an obvious example of a satisf'aotory method or path of mental
transformations whioh we do not question in certain fields of' applioation,
assuming, of' course, that the logio is directed t.o operating existentially
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rather than giving the foundations of mathematios.
2.

2

Other methods of

These need not be distinct, though at the present time they are.
Logical systems oonstruoted with an eye first to mathematical applioation haw satisfactory application to a muoh narrower area of
experienoe than logio aimed at describing a logos of sorts in the
"WOrld. Weiss is especially good on this point; see Modes, 1.79 1.04, 3.15 - 3.36, particularly 3.27 - 3.36.

thought, not so easily fonnalized, are also accepted as satisfactory.
The independent sources to whioh reference is made often determine the
degree of oomplexity of the thought transformations neoessary to relate it
to the hypothetical proposition.

If we want 'bl find out whether we are

right in thinking that a book is red, all we have to do is look again.

To

test 'Whether we are right in thinking that it is going to rain, we have to
know what the marks of rain are and then see if they are present now, or
wait and see.

But · if we want to know i f a tab 1 e oan be described as a

dance of electrons, the mathematios and instruments involved in the test
are so oomplioated as to be beyond the grasp of all but the most expert.
This theory, so close to the pragmatists• position, is to be sharply
distinguished from it on the following two points:

the doctrine of satis-

faotion vs. belief, and the loous of proper sources of confinnation.

As

to the first, their doctrine that inquiry, i.e. verification processes,

rests or concludes on belief points out many psychological insights, but
it goes too far end smacks of the behavioristic.

Al though a point of

satisfaction oan be an undoubted belief, and certainly

so~

are, it nonethe-

less can be a point at which we rest for merely "practical purposes•, leaving
it open to further investigation in the future.

It seems to me that point-

ing out the fallibility of all mowledge undennines the strength of their
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belief doctrine. and gives purely speculative or •paper•
real force.

doub~

much more

That we have no reason now to doubt a point of satisfactory

validity does not vitiate the lurking suspicion that we may have reason to
do so in the future; while we aooept a point as satisfactory now, we are
likely not to admit to believing it.

The fact that our very logic is under

criticism and that our notions of peroept1.on and how to do it are being
revised at the present time only make the oase stronger.
As to the seoond, there is no a priori reason why the souroe from which
the hypothetical proposition is tested need be praotioal effects, either
oonceived as Peirce would have it or :perceived as James would.
3.

As Weiss

Peirce• s maxim, quoted on p. 14 above refers to testable but not
necessarily tested meaning, and he would make further steps to
validate the conceived practical effects. My criticism still holds,
however.

has pointed out,
4.

3

4

there are purposes for which it is satisfactory to test

:Modes, P• 65.

a proposition by reference to theory, and sometimes conceptual differences
are more important than empirical.
theories end distinctions of

~re

Ultimately, however, I believe that even
conceptual importance must be brought to

the test of experience in some way, for 1 t is only in experience that the
v.orld appears as that to which all true propositions refer.

Outside of

experience the self/world distinction is radically transfonned.

It is to

be remembered that I take the world to be anything for which our conscious
si~s

oan stand, rightly or wrongly, and this includes many things such as

selves, whose reality is not descriptively exhausted in their empirical
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descriptions.

The upshot of this is tlil.t a proposition might not properly

be tested by direct empirical methods but by reference to a theory whioh in
turn is tested as a 'Whole.
c) The third factor we consider in critical thinking is the ontologioa.l
set-t.tp implied by what has been said, that is, what the relation of world,
self', and experience implicit in critical thinking is.

When we are right in

interpreting our experience to stand in suoh and such a way for the world,
we as selves are rightly related to the '\\Orld in the intelleottral aspect
of that relation.

This proposition is crucial to the problem of truth.

To say that in our intellectual relation to 'the world rightness and
wrongness, that is, truth end falsity, apply between self and world instead
of experience end '\rorld is a formulation that easily copes with general
instenoes, though it has more trouble with particular oases.
general is roore f't.tndamental then the particular here.

However, the

We nonnally speak of

proposition, a certain sort of' conscious experience, as being true of the
world; nonetheless, the proposition is not a disembodied idea irrelevant

to any person, but is a thing whose reality comes in
from the very fact that it is had by a self.

significant measure

A conscious sign is not only

influenced by its relation to other conscious signs, but also by its relations to other parts of the self.

To make the case stronger, most of the

paths of verification by which we can call a sign true involve non-conscious
parts of the self' - senses, action, eto.

Even though in our consoious

intelleotual criticism 'Vie do abstract and hold off hypotheses as being
independent from us, the experience in which this is done is ours and we
are in it.
Truth, then, is a dyadic relation between self and world made possible
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by the self" s capacity to treat part of its being as a third term, creating
a triadic relation.

This is to say that truth is part of en existential

relation, that is, a dyad with secondness, but that it depends on there also
being a triadic relation between self and

world.

If we oould separate off

experience from the self that has it, truth oould be a triadic relation,
experience being true of a v.Qrld for a self 1 this is in fact what we do
most of the time.

But the fact that experience belongs to and helps con-

s ti tu te the self reasserts itself with secondness over again st the world;
a self is in his experience, and it is only because of this that experience
can ooour, much less be tested.

The foundation of the triadic relation is

a dyadic one, where one pole has the oa.pao i ty to ore ate a dyad within
itself which makes a triad with the world; in the process of testing the
resulting triad, the dyad within the self must be asserted to hold propositions hypothetically and then denied to bring the proposition into
relation to the world instead of the self; the proposition oan be related

to the world in a testable manner only by embodying it in a self that is in
en orgenio dyadic relation to the world.
An important outcome of this consideration is that a new point of view

is required when speaking of truth as holding between the self, including
its experience, and the world.

Call it the human point of view from which

-we see our knowledge as fallible end truth as applying to propositions in

consoious experience as signs of the world.

It is from this standpoint

that most of our reflection goes on, and only from this standpoint oan we
detect truth or falsity by tests, even though they are fallible; all judgments of validity here are made with reference to time, with reference to
oritioisrn from the future.

However, as fallible knowledge oan only be
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ohecked by embodying it in a self that is dyadically related to the world,
where the test consists in the self acting in ways direoted by thought and
reoeiving reactions from the world with seoondness that either oonfinn. or
contradiot the triad's expectations. the self, constituted according to the
directions of experience, is relAted as a whole to the world either rightly
or wrongly.

Vfe can detect the truth or falsity of the self's stance toward

the world by its implications within our fallible knowledge, b u;t the validity of that stance is more than just an object of even tm best and final
opinion.

The truth of the relation between self and world can be judged

absolutely only from en eternal or di vine standpoint.

We cannot make s uoh

a judgment, but we do know that the nature of things as containing selfworld relations allows for suoh to be done if only there is an eternal or
divine judge.

Not only on the very general and basic level of one's

Weltansohauung is it possible to think of one's whole self related in a
true or false way to the Y«>rld, but also on more particular relations to
small parts of the world; except in ethics, we get along rather will without
much consideration of eternal judgment.
Existenti_~ists

But it is possible, and as the

and crisis theolog;ians have pointed out, there a.re crucial

times when we sot as i f •authenticity" were important.

This is not yet,

of oourse, to prove that eternal judgments a.re made.
One word need be said about the intellectual aspect of the relation of
self to 'W:>rld.

Truth, we have seen, is dependent upon en existential

relation between self and world, and the intelleotua.l aspect of this relation is not the only important aspeot.

The moral aspeot of the self's

relation to the world, to particular parts or to the world as a whole is
of obvious significance.

As with the intellectual aspeot, we overstep
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the limits of' our fallible oapaoities of moral reasoning if we go beyond
judgment of' consequenoes and make eternal judgments; hopefully, the ideal
standard for eternal, divine, moral judgment oan be made known to us, else
we are caught within en inescapable relativism.

But as of yet we have not

shown what such a standard would be or how we oould know it; many people
thing both tasks impossible and are content with relativism.
It is interesting to note that sinoe the intelleotual and the moral
are both aspects of the

SSJlle

existential relation of self' to world, there is

a norJUe.tive character to both, granted that we should be good and should
know the truth.

Whether or not that last assumption is true depends on

whether real eternal, divine judgments are made.

Section Two
Josiah Royce, posing the problem for his Gifford Lectures, notes that
ordinary thinking distinguishes sharply between

the internal meaning of an

idea, its qualitatiw charaoter, and the external meaning, its referential
character.

This is the difference between the sheer essence of an idea and

its oorrespondence to, indioation of' or standing for en existent f'aot.

And

the problem of truth, says Royoe, is commonly thought to be that of' asoertaining the external meaning, v.hether a fact corresponds to an idea.
over,

8

More-

no study of' the inner structure of ideas, of' their conscious conform-

ity to their internal purpose, can so f'ar promise to throw any direot light
upon their suooess in fulfilling their external purpose".

s.

5

The problem,

Josiah Royce, The World end the Indiitidual, •First Series• (N. Y., 1959,
Dover), p. 30.

however, is not all external.

• ••• no idea is true or false exoept with
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reference to the objeot that this very idea first means to select as its
own object.•

The problem of verification turns first upon some consider-

ation of the inner meaning of an idea.

Royce goes on:

And apart from suoh oonsoious selection, apart from suoh ideal
predetermination of the objeot on the part of the idea, apart
from such free voluntary submission of the idea to its selfimposed task, the object itself, the fact world, in its independence, can do nothing either to confirm or refute the
1dea. 0

6.

Op. oit., P• 31

r.

The solution Royoe ultimately offers is the idealistic one.

The

internal meaning of an idea is extended as a purPose to include the external
meaning; sinoe the external meaning is defined with Being as one term, the
fact, the problem of being and knowledge are bound together.

•To be means

simply to express, to embody the complete internal meaning of a certain
absolute system of ideas, - a system, moreover., whioh is genuinely implied
in the true meaning or purpose of every finite idea, however fragmentary. 117

7.

Op. oit., P• 36.

He goes on, discussing purpose:

"Our ideas now imP'rfectly embody our will.
8

And the real world is just our 'Whole will embodied. n

a.

Op. cit,, p. 37.
My own solution differs from Royce's, in the beginning at least, for

many reasons, the elaboration of which would require a lengthy ori tioal
discussion of his system.

Let 1 t be said simply that I prefer 'tx> give the

doctrine of ideas its first formulation in a more naturalistic sphere, as
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grounded in a disoussion of oonsoiousness as a part of the self end with
referenoe to men as organisms in a world, but with speoial non-meohanistio
capacities.

To be sure, my disoussion of oonsoious signs is a far ory

from the biologism of Dewey, but i t is not on the other hand, derived

f~pt
\.I

from metaphysical speculation.

The locus I ohoose for the problem reflects

my opinion as to what the experience is that we explain by metaphysios;
both Royoe and Dewey also start from experience, they say, and I suppose
the only way to find whioh of us is right is by seeing, in
does the best descriptive job.

t~

end, which

My differences from Royce, however, are not

as great as they seem at first sight; especially in the treatment of purpose, though I do not push it as far as he does, we oorue together in solving
the problem of the selecti Vi ty of ideas.
How can we phrase Royce• s problem in our own terms?

The external

meaning is simply translated into the referenoe of conscious signs to
objects in the world, a sign has external meaning when it stands for something · in the world, not just for another oonsoious sign.

Royce's internal

meaning, likewise, corresponds to the sign functioning within consciousness
as suoh, but it is a little harder to get Royce's meaning out of these
tenns.

In the first place, the internal meaning of en idea is not to be

limited to the inside of the bit of consciousness occupying one atomic
moment, excluding the eotualizing interpretant.
internal meaning of an idea is p.. musical
time.

melodi~

Royce's example of the
indicating that they talce

For us, the internal meaning of en idea oould be a series of atom1o

mements running for an indefinite extent of time within the limitation that
the object of every sign in the series must be another oonscious sign.
Now there is nothing to say that a sign need have only one possible object.
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By abstraoting a sign from its process we can
truly, falsely, or irrelevantly.

make it stand for anything,

Moreover, we oan make an idea, suoh as

a melodie, stand for a real object, a sound, in the world by thinking
about it in t.li.at way.

But every sign, as it is present in thought and is

interpreted, is interpreted as standing for just one object, an object
perhaps indefinite or vague, but a singular object nonetheless.

Hence,

when a single unified idea is in mind, the series of atomic interpretations
of which it is composed must have only consoious signs for objects; the
exception to this could be the first sign if it is a percept,. in whioh
case the idea would have at lea.st some external reference, though :that
may be what we would call wassooiativen; the idea would be

concluded, v ~r

at least broken, at the po int where an interpretant took a sign to stand for
the whole series and in turn was interpreted.

The fact that we oe.n inter-

pret a sign of the whole series lets us call the whole thing a unified
idea.
The second problem in translating Royce• s no ti.on of internal meaning
into the terminology we have set up gives rise to an important point we
have not had occasion to discuss

befor~

f v.hether single signs have an

internally complex nature apart from their oonneotions in a sign function.
Now it might be maintained that the smallest unit of signs oould be inte·r nally simple, se:y a single shade of red, on the grounds that to speak of a
single sign is an unreal abstraotion.

A sign is always in time, the argument

would run, and this means that it has always enother sign as 1nterpretant;
an atomic moment oannot be actually divided.

In this way, men we think or

a oomplex tissue of things, either of a oomplex environment or of an idea
heavily charged with complex connotations, m would really be playing our
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interpretative faculty ov.er a complex object, simple point by simple point;
and this complex object would never itself be in consciousness totum simul
in all its complexity.

This position need not maintain that the

~rld

as objeot is in itself composed of simples, only that the signs by which we
see it a.re simple; and even the signs a.re not simple in the Hume an sense
since they only exist in sign functions and thus have that muoh connective
tissue.
Against this position, admitting all it says about the unreality of
abstracting from the process of en atomic moment, I still argue that signs
have an internal complexity over and above the richness of qualities brought
out by the plethora of atomic moments contained in even the shortest idea
that can be isolated by the interpretants

'W'S

have.

e. priori reason to suppose that they are simple.

First, there is no
To be sure, our inter-

pretants can focus sharply on certain features, but by the same token,
they

may

not focus sharply; the only way you can

account for a vague

interpretation of a conscious sign is by admitting that the sign has
unarticulated oomplexi ty.

The oomplexi ty can be had as a whole without

being analyzed into its components by further interpretants.
percepts, for instance, are very definitely this wey.
~heir

Second,

We feel not only

seoondness but also their quality, and if that quality oan be inter-

preted as several qualities, those qualities must be complexly contained
in the percept.

This is not to sey that there cannot be several percepts,

individually interpreted, however; in fact, for there to be sevet-al interpretations, the percepts must be repeated, according to the rule that one
process of interpretation has at the time only one object.

But a complex

peroept might stand as object for several interpretations if single qualities
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function as sigps in the different interpretations.
is an interpretant

~be

Third, a sign that

qualitatively complex, for by definition it

inolo:les both a sign and its objeot related within it.

Otherwise there is

no tbirdness in the interpretation.
'Finally we have arrived at a point 'Where we oan begin solving Royce's
problem as to how the inner meaning of an idea selects the outer object to
which it is related by external meaning.
This is a problem for us only in critical thinking.

In that large

portion of our conscious life that is not critical, it is the "external"
objeot that chooses our ideas by the dyadic coerciveness it exerts on the
composition of our percepts.

The interpretations of 'the percept follow

uncritically, governed by whatever laws of assooiation and other factors
of non-oonsoious experience that hap:pen to be operative.

In critical

thinking, however, the direction is reversed, for 'What we are testing is
the fitness of the signs to interpret the •external• object.

The fa.ot

that this is an issue only in oritioal thinking goes to justify my departure
from Royce as to how to oouch the problem.

He tends to oonoeive of the

problems of knowledge to be the only importQllt problems of experience, his
involvement of other spheres in ideas by purpose notwithstanding.
I need re-emphasize two things here.

First, the objeot need not be

limited to some link in the dyadic ohs.in that gave rise to a

percept~

although the testing Mill be accomplished by suoh chains or their equivalents; the object is that for whioh the conscious sign

is purported to

stand, and may be as non-empirioal as another self; a consoious sign oan
be interpreted as standing for a self through the mediation of empirical
marks of the self.

Secondly, the routes by whioh the proposition to be
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tested is formed may be abstract a nd extend for some t.ime
through the mazes of conscious thought without reference to
the object; a proposition of soph isticated construction can
be tested, however, by whatever transformations of thou ght
are necessary to relate it to a sign with direct reference
to its object at a crucial point.
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On to the problem.

A major characteristic of critical thinking is that

it assigns to our thoughts contexts of relevancy.

To ask whether a. proposi-

tion is true of some part of the WQrld, is to ask whether it is true in some
particular respect.

This is the same point that holds for all sign functions:

a sign stands for 1 ts object in a certain respect as noted by an interpretant.
The only difference in critical thinking is that the order of priority is
reversed.

Given the interpretant, the problem is to see if the sign does in

fact stand for the object in that respect.
The respect is crucial for the oontaxt, since it determines what · 'b3rms
are relevant for investigation within the context.

For instance, if' two

men, A and B are talking together, and A asks, pointing to a book, '"!<hat is
that?", B might answer, ttThat• s Dickens• Copperfield".
"Oh, I didn•t mean that.

I meant what color is it.

A could then reply,

Do you think it's red?•

Now B's answer was not wrong; it was simply irrelevant in the context of A's
question.

In that context, there could be no test, strictly speaking, of

the truth or falsity of B's answer.
critical thinking.

So we have one added qualification to

Of all the possible terms that could come to mind during

a test, and all the possible tools to work with, the relevant ones are
selected in some way by the context of the issue.
I

illustrat~

this point by en example involving two persons in dia-

logue, but the s:i:gniticanoe of contexts for the ordering of terms in
cri tioal thinking applies equally for en individual's thought.

In fact, we

often describe a process of ori tioal thinking as a dialogue w1 th oneself,
on the one hand posing hypotheses and on the other answering.
personal dialogue in more precise terms, on the one hand

~

To put this

abstract our

experience from us and ask Is it true?, and on the other we re-appropriate
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it in answer.

In aotual thinking, however, the movement from one to the

other is so unolear, ve.oJ.llating and subtle that we oan reoonstruot it as
a dialogue only af'terwards.
How is it that the re speot 1n whioh a sign stands for an objeot d.etermine s what tenif are relevant in the oontext of' determining the sign's
validity?

By "terms• I mean all those things of whioh we take aooount,

and "relevant" terms are those we should talce aooount of' in a oertain oontext; terms are not only ideas in logical processes, but also tools in

t~

investigation, relevant faotors of the setting or environment, or what have
you.

Given a sign seen as standing for an objeot and the problem of deter-

mining whether it truly represents the object, the respeot in whioh the sign
does its representing determines the relevant terms in the investigation by
eliminatin g those that pertain to the object in other respects and those
that pertain to the sign in respects other than standing -f'or that object.
Thus when A wondered whether B agreed with him as to the color of the book,
the red he had 1n mind stood for the book in respect to its color, not as

to its author, title, location, publisher, etc.

Nor was t~ fact tl\at red

is to be found in stoplights relevant either, nor its emotional impaot on
the :persons.
Now 'the context oan be made less simple if the means of verification
involves other contexts.

Disregarding distortions in different perspeotives

and problems of oornmunioation, A oould verify his sign merely by asking B,
who had also seen the book.

But if the book were not present, f'or instance,

A might have to identify it f'or B

by the author and title.

}Jld if B had

never seen the book, perhaps he might know that all of' Dickens' works are
published with red covers, or perhaps a friend had described the appearance
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of the book to him as "the brilliant aspect of a stoplight".

And so, the

independent means of verification might involve transformations through
many oontexts, though the principle in

e~oh

is the same.

I suspect that many heated debates get hung up over the problem of
contexts without realizing it.

Passionate denials on one side of what the

other side passionately affirms, and

on the same evidenoe, often s.tem from

the fact that the sides judge from different contexts; and the other side's
affirmation of what from one's own side is irrelevant is usually thought to
be false, since it does not answer the question one thinks is being asked.
This situation becomes especially aoute if one side denies the legitimacy
of the other's context while only thinking that he is denying the other's
answer.

Talce two oases:

People who fanoy themselves tough-minded scientific types often esohew,
with all the righteous indignation connoted by tjiat word, the attempt to

critically determine whether a situation is •tragio• or not.

They either

say that tragedy is a meaningless notion al togethESr, or that it is such a
subjective thing that it is only a personal response, that the situation
itself oontains no tragedy, that at any rate it is impossible to talk a.bout
ori tioally.

What they usually have in mind is that our interpretant

-"tragedy" must stand for the situation in respect to some one separable,
visible :part of it, a pa.rt which we perceive with some sort of sense
impression•

And they deny the legitimacy of any oontext that is not easily

testable by sense impressions.

What they do not '.understand is that

tragedy does not purport to stand f or a situation in the respeot of a
sensible part, but is what Dewey oalled a •pervasive quality"; it is not
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impossible, however, to transform elements of tragedy into elements of
peroeption by round-about ways and to test these.
tha.t it is more difficult t o test "tragedy" than

The diffieulty lies in
11

red 11 •

It is a fallaoy,

nonetheless, to suppose that because a thing is not easily testable it
either has no legitimate context or fits falsely into one that is easily
tested.

There may be an important purpose for finding l'Vhe ther a situation

is tragio, and the purpose will justify the effort.

Where these people who

deny non-sensible qualities rup. into most embarrassment is when they 1 a.ugh ~
at a funny joke.

What is there to laugh at?

A second case is oore to the present point.
interpretant
V«>

11

Many people think the

God 11 to be non-sense because they suppose it to stand for the

rld 1n a respeot it does not.

This is not to say

transformations of thought to test

11 God•

vllB

cannot make certain

as an interpretent in experienoe,

but it does se:y that a simple-minded approaoh will run aground in tryin g to
"see" God.

It is preoisely the purpose of this paper to specify the context

in which God has meaning and in which our doctrines about him can be tested.
The examples we have seen so far illustrating the nature end significance
of contexts 1n critical thought have all raised the question of the place of
eurpose in the scheme of things.

If

vie

look at a context as an accomplished

fact, something first set up by inquiry and into which it then steps to
proceed, we oan describe it adequately in terms of the respect in which the
sign stands for its object.

But such contexts are only found in text books.

Inquiry is an affair of fleshy significanoe.

The prooess of creating and

sustaining a context for actual inquiry is accomplished by purpose.

Al though

the sign, objeot and interpretant must be given, the context is not brought
about as something relevant in the life of a thinker until he has a purpose
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entailing it.

With A end B and their book, it was

a.bout the oontext.

A's

purpose that brought

Now Whe.t does all this mean?

Let me first distinguish between a statically struotured oontext end a
vi tally structured one.

The statio oon text is the wholly determinate one
a.;i :./

that we see, when looking baok upon it,,.., is defined by tm respect in whioh
a sign stands for its objeot.

Being wholly determinate, statioally struotured

contexts are easily fomalized, as they are done in formal inquiry.

Vital

contexts are those that are being brought into play, and their striking
chara.oteristic is the purpose that determines whioh sign is to be taken
as standing for which object end in 'Whioh respeot.
if not ideal but actual, onoe

~re

All statio

oontex~s,

structured by purposes; and all vital

contexts oan be analyzed aa static ones.
In 1:he aotual prooess of ori tioal thinking it is the purpose in mind
that structures the oontext of thought in

the following way.

The purpose

seleots from the plethora of signs in past experience those 1:hat are relevant
for the fulfilling of the purpose.

It does so by involving the interpretant

inside the purpose, and as we have seen above, the context structured by
the respect in whioh the sign stands for the objeot oan be gotten from the
interpretant.

The problem now is to see how the interpretent is involved

in the purpose, which requires an examination of purpose as suoh.
In the very first section of this paper I spoke of the pov.er of the
self as "intending an ideal•, and have made little. mention of that pretentio us sounding do otrine since.
greatest metaphysioal

gene~ality,

I talce it to be a principle of the
applioable to

aii

integrated, self

sustaining actual entities; this is not the place to justify suoh a
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generalization, although I shall argue for purpose as a special oase of it,
and hope that this limited disoussion will throw whatever light is neoessary
upon the general principle.

A oonsoious purpose is a oonsoious intending of'

an ideal. where signs in oonsoiousness artioulate the power of intending,
whioh, in the oonte!l!:t of oonsoious experience, oan be oalled
muoh straining of' tems.

!t!ll. without too

To narrow the field even further, a ori tioal

purpose is a will f'or truth, it h

the power of' the self' operating in

oonsoiousness, intending the ideal of' having truth - if' v.e detaoh our
experienoe from us; of being true - insofar as we are in our experience.
The two basic terms that articulate the purpose in oritioal thinking :
are the interpretant and the ideal.

In addition are all those "terms involved

in moving from the interpretant to the ideal.
basio terms one at a time.
purpose.

We shall take these two

The interpretant gives the basic locus of the

If, for example, our purpose is to know truly what oolor a book

is, it is the interpretant "the book is red oolored 1 that sets up the problem, a.nd this brings up the sign "red" and objeot
in a relevant context.

1

book 1 as relevant terms

The problem is only oomplioated, not ohanged in

prinoiple. if voe do not first have a hypothesis to test as to what color
the book is, i.e. if we h ave not yet seen the book.

In this oase the

interpretant would be derived from other knowledge that the book must have
~color

which in turn makes us look for a color to test as a sign for it.

The respect in whioh the hypothetioal sign stands for the object seen by
the interpretant, is still the same, end determines the oontext if the
interpretant is made part of the puri:ose.
As to the ideal, mo st often it is vague or even not acknowledged.
often do not quite widerstand for what purposes v.e do things, though we

We
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feel the purposes to be justified.
however, is somewhat different.
the object in

t~

The situation with critical purposes,

The ideal is to have true knowledge about

interpretation in respect to the sign, and this ideal is

so general that we are hardly oonscious of it as being an ideal.

Nonethe-

less the having of truth or tile state of truth is that which is intended by
a critical purpose; that the truth is fallible does not vitiate the force
of the purpose.
The crucial issue is Whether the justification of the purpose is contained in its accomplishment, or whether a purpose necessarily makes reference
beyond itself to something not contained in the context it defines.
is opinion on both sides.

There

Some say, with reference to critical purposes

that having the truth is an end in itself, and others maintain that every
pllrpose of verification is always for something else, some other practical
or oonoeptual purpose.
sides.

Certainly there is introspective evidence for both

The pragmatists have long and loudly declared that crtttoal thought

is for the purpose of solving problems of a praotioal nature.

Here the pur-

pose of having truth is justified by the further purpose of putting that
truth to work.

On the other hand stands the evidence of idle curiosity,

described so eloquently by Peirce in his "Neglected Argument• as Musement •
.And this issue sometinw:1s is a matter of extreme concern.

The instrumental-

ists are apt to go so far as to deny consciousness altogether to mental
aoti vi ty that is not for so:ne further, nonoonsoious purpose.

On the other

side, there are many aoademio humanists that vehemently urge knowledge for
knowledge 1 s sake.

How are we to resolve the issue?

The question is, "What constitutes a justification of a critical purpose?
To justify a purpose is to interpret the purpose as being justified.

This
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adds little to our understanding of justification except to olarify the
problem; nonetheless it permits us to eliminate one alternative .

If the

purpose is an object vmtoh must be interpreted by some sort or sign of
justifioation, then we necessarily move out of the oontext of the fulfilled
purpose .

In other words , true knowledge of the color or the book does not

in itself justify the purpose of establishing that knowledge .

We must look

for justification outside the oontext defined by the purpose .

But now

what are signs of justification?
one kind of justifioation.

I see no reason why there should be just

For instanoe , as the instrumentalists point out,

a ori tioal purpose is justified if it results in something for further use ,
and there oan be many ways in whioh a purpose can be justified by further
purposes that stand outside the context defined by the

pur~se .

There 1 s

nothing wrong with this as long as there are always more external oontexts

to whioh we oan look .
But 'What about the speoial oase of those who plunk for idle ouriosi ty,
truth for truth' s

sake~

The ideal to vilioh their oritioal purposes intend

is not to be in a state better able to handle another problem , but merely
to be in a state of truth, to have truth.

This requires that truth itself'

be a justified ideal , and it is not so hard to see this men we remember
that having truth is being correctly related to the world aooording to
the intellectual aspect of that relation .
strong that

~

.And since the feeling in us is

should know the truth, a feeling that oarries beyond instru-

mental situations, and although the latter may acoount for how we came to
feel that way, I think it not a bad plan for metaphysics to at least make
the attempt to explain the nature of things with a nonnative relation between
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seif' and world.

The cruoial test for such a scheme of things cones in t~

experience of a judgment on that relation, and that judgment must be an
eternal one, made from outside the self-world relation.

If it were not,

the justification of the judgment would be infinitely postponed within the
fallible vision of human understanding.
To swnmarize then, a purpose defines a context in whioh tb'3 terms
relevant for verification are determined by the respect in whioh the sign
stands for its object as seen by the interpretant involved in the purpose.
The purpose, however, aims us beyond the context it defines; it can be
interpreted as justified only by some external sign of justification.

The

justification oan either be a further purpose or the state as having of
truth itself; the former

Y~rks

only so long as the supply of external

contexts is unlimited, and the latter only if truth is a justified ideal,
meaning that the relation of self to V«:>rld called truth is a normative one.
And to answer Royce's question how an idea selects its object, we say
that ou.r purposes define the context in which idea (sign) and object are
related.

If our purpose 1 s to establish truth, both sign and "external

fact" are involved.

A consoious purpose entails both idea and being.

Since it is undeniable that we do have purposes, the only task left, whioh
can be left to another time and place, is to explain how we have them.
Seti"tion III.

The Ul t1mate Context

We have now come to the po int where we can raise the question as to
the relation of God to our experienoe, and we have prepared for raising it
in connection with the intellectual aspeot of experience.
ultimate oontext in our experience?

Is there an
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An

ultimate oontext would be one in whioh all oontexts are contained,

one in terms of whioh nothing is irrelevant.

In suoh a context. our experienoe

would rel ate the world as a whole to us as a whole, or to put it in terms
of our previous description of oontexts, our experience stands for the world
in. every respect, interpreted so by us.
1.

My argument will proceed as follows:

Metaphysios is critical thinking on the level of the ultimate context.
There are oertain orises that ooour in experience wherein the world as
a whole is taken as objeot and wherein we, as whole selves, interpret
the experience of it.
There ere certain factors ingredient in all of our experienoe that
indicate a basio attitude toward the world.

vr

The ultimate oontext has real being in our experienoe on intellectual
ft
level, for crucial moments, and in a pervasive way.
2.

The ori ti cal verification of our experience in the ultimate context
is always fallible, to be accomplished only within more experience.
But by definition the ultimate oontext includes the future experience
wherein we verify it.

Verification, therefore, calls in the eternal

standpoint from whioh man is seen as including his experience.

V'le

take our experience in the u1 timate oontext to be true or false only
from the divine standpoint which we never achieve, though we feel
its presence.

It necessitates a normative ontological prinoiple

underlying the relation of self to v.orld as the ground of being and
which, sinoe it oan be distorted and thwarted, is also the goal of
being.
3.

The purposes by which "the ultimate context is brought into experience
all point beyond that ultimate oontext for justification.
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But they can only be justified by some faotor in experience.
God, the justifier of the ultimate oon text, must at once totally
transcend that context and, if he is to indicate his judgment of its
justification, must appear within it.
I thought it good to spell out this argument in advance so that its lines
would be clear, since the succeeding chapter will explicitly depend upon it.
1.

While the ultimate context is abstractly conceivable as the all-

inolusive context, this does not prove that it counts in our experience in
a more concrete way.

The following three fonns are not the only such

occurrences of it in experience, but they serve both to establish 1 t as a
concrete phenomenon and also to explain in more detail ttie guises it has.
Held in its purely intellectual aspect, the ultimate context can be
viewed as the stamping ground for metaphysioians.

Metaphysics is generally

conceded to be the one study where nothing is left out, wherein nothing is
irre} evant.

This does not mean that everything is stl.died metaphysically,

but that everything is put in its proper context and all contexts are
related.

In other words, it is the study of all things in their ultima.cy,

as they are related in and to tl:e ultimate context.
It is a sure sign that philosophy is hedging in its duty to do metaphysics when it claims some things are Ehilosophioally meaningless or
irrelevant since this means that it is working on a less than ultimate
context.

And if it is claimed that things like normative ethics, reli gion

and art are meO?iingl'ul in other contexts, but because these are fraught
with emotion and are not easily testable by some myopic criterion whose
virtue is precision and whose vice is that it can handle nothing that we
actually find in experience, and hence are not subject to critical philosophy,
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then this is surely desertion of the field in the faoe of the enemy.

It is

nothing less than unrealistic to say that there are areas of experience over
which we exercise no critical control, at lea.st in our own response.

Our

reason, in some form or other, is present in all we do, and this oan be
criticized.

The task is to understand the nature of the reason that can cope

with the ultimate context.
Although metaphysics never has the whole of the ultimate context in mind
at once.; sinoe it ca.n fulfill its obligations to make everything relevant by
explaining parts of the ultimate context in terms mlata.ble to the other
parts, metaphysics, nonetheless, seeks an ultimate category or principle
applicable to the whole context.

This primary principle of 'logos• is the

ultimate category of explanation and is the key to the ultimate context.
This means on

the one hand that it explains in what respect our experience

rel a tes the world as a whole to us, and on the other how we, including
our experience are to be related to the v,rorld.
There are certain crises that call into question our relation to the
world as a Whole.

I have in mind Heidegger's attitude toward d~ath,
.
[{J6J..v-AI'~ ;-H~Mi:l.t.~.J
Jaspers• Grenzsituationen, or Tillioh' s critical stress periods as war or
economic depression.

Professor John E. Smith maintains that those times

in the cycle of human life that we see fit to celebrate - birth, puberty,
entranoe into an adult occupation, marriage and death - are times when
one's relation to the world at large is more important than his relation
to some particular pa.rt of it.
What is conunon

to all these is that some seemingly particular and

partial part of the v10rld figures in our experienoe as a symbol for the
whole.

When I say 'figures as a symbol for the whole" I mean that the
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response, the full interpretation we give it is appropriate to 1:he whole
world as

obj@ccb~

not just this pa.rt.

is merely the cessation of life.

Death, for instanoe, in one context

Yet in the context where we look to death

as the end of our seemingly infinite chances to do better, our response
to it is indicative, 1.e., a sign, of our response to life as a whole.
As another example, one of Jaspers' border situations, the collapse of one's
source of stability and identification, a loved one, a job, etc., forces
one to reoast the meaning of his entire world.

Here again, the attitude

toward the event goes beyond the event itself end is, in faot, one• s attitude toward the world as a v.dl.ole; and the quality in the event that is the
same as a pervasive que.li ty in the world, or the quality in one's response

to the event that is the same for one's response to the vA:>rld at large is
what unifies or stands for the world.
as

11

We usually s:peak of such qualities

me an ings •.
Tillich, also , is right in pointing to war as an event that calls into

question the ultimate context.
one• s attitude toward eveything.

The shook and disruption of war reorients
And when this shook is natiomdde the

reorientation must take plaoe in an even greater anarchy of still-points.
The fixed atti tu.de one has slowly developed ix:>ward the world is broken and
the world itself' is faced in need of reinterpretation as a whole.

Marriage,

one of Smith's times of celebration, is yet another point where the unity
of one's world oan be called into question, either to be reinforced or
reoriented, and though marriage in our society at least is not always taken
with muoh seriousness and far reaching import, the fact that it sometimes
is and always

~ ~

e.ooounts for its celebratory character.

The v.orld is

taken differently when its interpreter does his interpreting as one of a
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oouple as well as an individual.
Let me fix this point with one more example.

When in the career of' a

student he reaches his senior year, it strikes him with arresting foroe
that he has oome to the end of what seemed before an endless nwnber of
possibilities to do better later.

Before, his failings did not really

count since his true identity was the student of the future.

But in that

las1; lame-duck se:rooster, when final judgment is already passed upon his
aoademio career by graduate schools and business corporations, those first
seven semesters appear as the undeniable and irrevocable spector of his
identity.

This, I suppose, is a mild touch of the reeling he shall later

have toward death.

And this final ultimate identity he sees is the mirror

of his world as a wh.ole.
This brings up one last consideration here.
h a s special significance in the 111 timate context.

The identity of the self
It is the self that is

interpreter and interpretant of his experience; and in the ultimate context the identity of the self is fixed in relation to the world as a whole,
for ultimately, one is thoroughly .Y! his experience.

In the context outside

of which there is no other, one's experience cannot be held away hypothetically, but defines absolutely his relation to the world.

And whether

or not anyone or anything judges that ultimate relation, he knows it stands
under judgment.

This is the meaning and power behind the old doctrine

of the day of last judgment, the day of Wrath, the day of' no more second
chances.
These tines of crisis indicate that a self' has a basic orientation
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toward his world end that this orientation orops up as a oruoial factor
at various periods.

Call it a basic attitude, if you will, a Weltanschauung,

i t is the unified style with whioh one "takes• or interprets his experienoe

to give him his world.
In technical terms this basio attitude stems from the fao t that ea.oh
individual experience is interpreted by the system of past experiences or
signs, and receives its peculiar stamp from certain orucial interpretations
that are made.

One• s Weltanschauung oan be a basio trust or distrust, a

confidence or insecurity, hopeful or despairing.

The world cen appear

fearful, joyful, pleasant, to be endured, dangerous, safe, sonething to
be enjoyed, something to be taken by storm.

In those people we know well,

perhaps even in ourselves, we see the unique attitude that defines the
s'tyle with which they do things.

This basio attitude, as muoh as anything,

defines the individuality of people's characters.

Whether or not the

crucial interpretations that determine these attitudes are recognized and as psyohologists tell us most of them are made at an age too early to
remember - they are interpretations that take some experienoe as symbolio
of the whole world, and our attitude in that interpretation becones our
basic Wel tansohauung, to be changed only by other ultimate interpretations.
As these basio attitudes define our relation to the world as a whole,
they define the ultimate context for us.

And as our ultimate relation to

the world stands under judgment, so do they.
These considerations establish the function of the ultim§te context
in our experience on intellectual, existential and pervasive levels.
less to sa:y, these all affect one another.

As the "beatnik" type, the

Need-
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"Existentialist• type and the 'analytic philosopher• type show, one• s
metaphysics affects his basic attitu.d.es.

Likewise, one's basic attitude

is apt to color end distort his intellectual view of reality; sometimes it
is hard to tell in l'ilich direction

the causal relation runs.

And it is

the experience of all of us that both our intellectual view and our more
submerged iitti tudes affect our reactions in time of crisis.
2.

When we raise the question as to the validity of our experience

in the ultimate context, that is, of 01.tr relation to the world, we do not
ask whether there is such experience or relation, but w.hether the one we
are considering is the right one.

This critical question can be raised not

only of our metaphysics but of our actual atti tu.d.es and responses to crises
insofar as they have an intellectual aspect.
To make critic ism within the ultimate context entails, of course, two
factors:

holding some experience hypothetically end then testing it.

Metaphysics offers no difficulty to the first side, since it is framed in
the langllage of hypothetical propositions.

Basio attitudes are harder to

consider clearly as hypotheses fQr the simple reason that they are harder
to objectify.

It is usually only in crises Where negations and forceful

alternatives call those attitu.d.es into question that they appear with any
objectivity, though this is not to say that an introspective person cannot
~bjectify

them w1 thout the Stum und Drang.

As a matter of fact, however,

we usually do not call our actual basic attitu.d.es into question unless we
are forced to.
Performing tests on the ultimate context offers its own problems.

In

practice, -we test our metaphysios part by part. arriving at its propositions
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by as many paths as possible, being now oircum.speot, now self relf'exive.
Beoause we carry 1 t w1 th us as a p:>tential 1nterpretant of experienoe, 1 t
gets continually remolded and verified.
~rJ.tioal

But as

~or

our attitudes, the only

tests we oan give them are the oruoial times of stress where they

are shattered and proved inadequate.

Basio atti tu.des are not struotured

along lines that see potentialities unrealized in experience, as metaphysios
is, and so it includes nothing more than the experience we actually have.
Henoe a test is always a re-shaping of tm.e attitude itself, and not merely
en independent test perfonned on an objective hypothesis.
However, to say that something is ultimate is to say that there is
nothing left over of its kind.
sive of all experienoe.

The ultimate oontext of experience is

in~-

It is therefore impossible for us to genuinely put

it to the test of' oritioal thinking, for there is no route indepmdent of
the ultimate context itself, and no independent objeot.
The human way to solve this dilemma is to push verif1oation to the
future and sey that in the future we get out of the context.

Practioally,

this is all we oan do, and within the 1 imi ts of our fallible knowledge is
not a bad plaoe to be at all.
spectator view of' the oontext.

But what the problem really requires is a
The fallible verification

theory is based

on the premise that there is a unified continuous self to whom one part of
the

'~rld

is present at one time, and another part, or the same part trans-

formed, present at another time so that ji;he self can oonneot the two and
oheok them.

.'B'ut for the ultimate context this is precisely what oannot

be done, since our interpretation of the world as a whole is called into
question.

And \\hen we oonsider the problem in terms of experience as a
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part of the self , the ultimate context is the final and completely inclusive determination of the dyadic relation between self and world , determined
by the former' s added capacity for triadic relations .

The only independent

source against which this can be tested is an ideal of the proper normative
relation .

According to our fallible natures , this we cannot do .

Metaphysics

is resigned to this , but as indicated by the examples of crises cited above
where the critical question of basic attitudes is raised, there are times
· when a fallible temporalized answer to the question will not do .

These are

the times when the fUture does not count, when judgment is cast upon the
wholly determined context and the judgment of the future is irrelevant ,
when one reaches the last semester.

These are times when the only relevant

judg}llent is that which e.scapes the ultimate context al together .
Such a

judg~nt

can only be made from the context of the eternal .

From ,:the etenial standpoint the ultimate context itself , including man and
his w:>rld , is the thing tested, end it is tested against the ideal .
not yet saying that

s~ch

a judgment is made , or "that it is even possible .

But what would it be like?
the interpreter .

In the eternal context , God would be the judge ,

The g:>tual ul tirnate context of man and his world , as it

is determined by man is the sign.

~NZ.J~

is the

~b.j~t

I am

The ideal of the relation , the logos ,

or,.,.- against which it is interpreted.

The world , man and

his world, are not airy ideas in God' s mind , as conscious signs of our
world are in ours , but they are real and solid , composed of genuine dyadic
and triadic relations .

This is not idealism in the bad sense of the term,

though it may not be far from what the idealists had in mind .

To carry

the analogy of God the experience t- any further would be to stretch 1 t, and
indulge in metaphysical speculations I am not prepared to test in our
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experience (though this is not to s~ that there is no context in which
those speculations are not important).
What can we conclude so far?

Not assuming that any judgment is made

from an eternal standpoint, we at least know that we sometimes experience
the need of such a judgment, we know that there is a determinate ultimate
context.

Further, if such a judgment is made, it is done in terms of an

ideal logos.

And if there is such a logos, as the foundation upon which

the world including ourselves is built, it is the ground of our being; but
we can thwart this normative ground - that we do is seen in the diversity
of compositions of the ultimate

(M~)!: ideal
our being.

::t.:;;tta

in the cdlurse of our own lives; so

relation to the world11 we ought to fulfill, ·it is the goal of

Finally, if such a divine judgment is made known to us, then the

logos must be made lalown.
3.

One more dimension must be added to our problem before we go about

testing its nature and solution.

If we bring up

t~

ultimate context as a

live factor in our experience, we do so by an ultimate purpose.

We said

in the previous section that a context was brought into our experience and
defined therein by a purpose, and we discussed critical purposes in general.
It is the ultimate purpose that in the same way makes the ultimate context
a crucial thing.
How can -we describe the ultimate purpose?

It is by definition not

like anything else and it goes beyond any purpose contained within the
ultimate oontext.

Just the abstract limitations on the concept of ultimate

purpose have enonnous consequences.

The ultimate purpose projects beyond
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anything to be contained in the ultimate oontext it defines to an end not
possible in the oontext of fallible experience .
is to know truth in its roost oomplete form .
The

The purpose of metaphysics

But Why?

Y'/hy should we be true?

pragmatio partial hypothetical fruths of experienoe let us •get along"

there .

But the answer to the question why be true is not the sort of thing

experience oan tell us .

Since truth is a relation between self and world ,

it oan itself only be justified by a normative oharaoter seen in that relation and

j~stified

from without.

And the purpose defining the ultimate

oontext appearing in existential situations is even more evidently the
intending of an ideal seen only from outside the ultima'OO oontext.
Man has an ultimate purp:> se when he projects himself out of

t~

human

standpoint to an eternal one , and judges the ultimate oontext wherein his
experienoe relates him to tlloo mrld.

But man can never make that jUdgfllent

because he oan never leave the human point of view.

To make the judgment

he ·would have to see himself against the ideal logos .
But what then oan justify suoh a purpose?

The ideal intended-must be

there and must itself be justified, that is , established as the proper
ultimate goal of man in the eternal oontext.

Here is the paradox .

On the

one hand , in order to establish the ultimate goal of man, God must be wholly
transoendent to his world , else he appears as a mere pa.rt of the ul tima.te
context.

Even if he appears , as we are now making him appear , as the

justifier of the ultimate goal of man , even though we

s~

he is totally

transcendent of our experienoe , he is nonetheless an item of knowledge,
and because

.ill.

of our knowledge is open to doubt, can be doubted ; if he

can be doubted , he cannot justify our ul tima.te goal .

On the other han'd.

if he is to justify our goal and make it known to us , he must appear within
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experience.

He must make known the nature of the goal and give us means to

judge from outside the human context.

If he is totally transcendent. he is

irrelevant and his judgment makes no ,difference.

To be relevant he must

be within our ultimate context, and be known fallibly and doubtedly by us.
How are we to resolve this paradox?
of

G~d

the

e~eriential

verification it needs to stand as critically approved?

...Pvt t,4.)) ~~~ ~· ~t ""~
'!!A'"

uep~s~

and hopefully
experience.

~

How are we to give our knowledge

.?il. .. .'

a!:11ow God can be related to experience in certain ways,

done so in terms that one can use to interpret his own

The following chapter will lay this out more, giving theo-

logical answers to som3 of the questions raised and discussing how they can
be treated.

Chapter Three.

Natural Theology

Discussing critical thinking and experience we hit upon a paradox that
not only can be talked about but which al'so occurs as an aotual existential
The paradox is that God must stand completely outside of the

proble~.

ultimate context of our experienoe if he is to establish e. proper ultimate
context in terms of which our determinate version oan be critioized.

At the

same time, if we are to be conscious of this criticism in a real, not merely
verbal way, he must appear within the context as a judging judge.
l

theology
1.

Christian

offers an explanation of the paradox and determinate specified

A good case oan be made out that Judaic theology offers the same type
of resolution, but my own position is that the Christian one is better;
what follows draws explicitly on tre doctrine of Jesus as the Christ,
and I hope to show th11t Christology offers the best interpretation of
the experience in v.ti.ich the problem arises.

ways of relating and testing this explanation in certain areas.

We shall look

at the Christian position in its general form, then choose some specifio
plaoes to test it.
Christians go right to the heart of the problem by claiming that God
is at once both transcendent and immanent.

The dootrine of the trinity has

often been used to explain how this is possible, but I think it dubious that
that doctrine oan aooomplish its task, keeping its tri-partite divisions
straight.
2.
the

As Cyril Riohardson 2 has pointed out in many ways, the oonoept of

The Dootrine of the Trinity (Nashville, 1958, Abingdon).
Trinity arose in the early churoh out of a feeling that God manifested

himself in several forms, but there !Was a great fluidity of thought oonoern-
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ing whioh manifestations were to be known as Father, Son or Spirit.
basic diffioulty in the doctrine is this:

The

either (a) all three persons

are equally immanent manifestations of a transcendent God, in whioh oase
you still have not explained the relations between God's transcendenoe and
his illillanenoe; moreover, it is diffioult to deoide whether the persons as
manifestations of the transoendent are really and truly God, or just mere
manifestations of something else whioh is the genuine article.

Or (b) one

of the three persons, the Father, is taken as God transcendent, the Son is
God immanent, and

t~

Spirit is somewhere in between.

difficulties with this:

if

t~

There are several

Father is wholly transoendent, we cannot

even apply the metaphor ltfatherft to him; if the Son is"begotten of the
Father", he has a lesser status and again, not quite as much God as is the
Transoendent; finally, it departs too far from the bliblioal imagery of
Fatherhood and Sonship:
biblical people.

the Father is just as immanent as the Son to the

My conclusion is, agreeing with Richardson , that the

classical formulations of the doctrine of the Trinity all point up valid
aspects of the problem but that as a tight dootrine it does not solve the
problem we are interested in now.

This does not preclude us, however, from

using trinitarian terms later on .
What, then, is a good way to explain God's paradoxical immanenoe and
transcendence?

To call it a.Christian explanation we need a way that

does justioe in two directions at once:
to the canonioe.1 literature .

to the philosophioal problems and

To begin with, let us oall God as he appears

in the ultimate context, i.e. as immanent, the "logos", a good New Testament
term.

I suggest that the relation of this logos to God as transcendent v.e
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oan describe on the analogy of the relation of the signs of a self to the
self.

What I mean by analogy here is that the interpretant "self" as used

for human beings is suggested as an interpretant for God.
This dootrine necessitates clarifying our notion of self.

I have

previously called the self a "center of intention" whioh I described as
a centered p;>wer operant in a being and including as its determinate parts
those structures and actions (contents) for which it is responsible.

That

it is "centered" means that its dynamic parts are traceable to coming from
one center or p;>int of direction.

We know this center of intention not

only by its "external• signs, its gestures and expressed purposes, but
al so by its signs that appear in introspection.

As Professor John E.

Smith has argued, the self is known as neither a universal, an

instance

of a universal, nor the intersection of several universals, but is revealed

through a series of particulars taken as signs for the center of

intention.
My neighbor is for me always presented as constellations end
series of sigps - changing, moving sets of' gestures, speech,
deeds, eto. - end these signs begin to form a system which
defines for me the unity and identity of the other self just
to the extent to whioh I am able to interpret these signs
and thus gain insight into the center of intention of which
they are the expression. I have no other access to the self
of my neighbor save through this process of mediation and
indeed he emerges and remains as a self for me only in so
far as I em able to reaoh those most comprehensive and
enduring purposes which make up his unity and are at the
root of this persistence through time.3

3.

John E. Smith, "Knowledge of Selves and the Theory of Interpretation,"
Kant-Studien, Band S), Heft 3, 1959/60, p. 321. Smith's theory has en
added dimension lacking explicitly in my aooount, namely the place of
time in the process of interpreting "M>rds and gestures as expressive of
purp;>ses, and purposes of basic traits, eto. However, if my discussion
of time in the interpretative process dealt with in the first chapter
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be borne in mind, it is easy to see where I would go to make my aocount
congruent with his.
The J?Oint to be urged here is that the signs of the self are taken as suoh
by another self, or by one's own self if you hold the• away in experience.
From the standpoint of the one whose signs they are, they are as muoh a
part of him as anything is and he oannot be abstracted from them.

Yet from

the outside, from the standpoint of the one who takes the signs as signs,
they are distinguished from their objeot, the center of intention.
In a similar fashion we call God the self whose appearance to us is the
logos in its various forms.
of God.

The logos appears in our experience as a sign

But from the side of God transcendent, the logos is an integral

part of himself, wvery God of very God," as my gesture is verily part of me.
Just as we oan treat hllman gestures and words for what they are as well as
for whom they reveal, so we treat the logos as a thing in itself, as well
as a sign for a transcendent God.
Now in applying the metaphor of self'hood to God, have we really solved
our problem? We have, it seems, insofar as the logos is God immanent and
also points beyond itself to a oenter of intention not the same as its
signs.

But how can the center of intention be wholly transcendent if it is

the center of just these immanent signs?

To put the problem another way, a

human center of intention expresses itself in its words and gestures because
it is a power operating in structures that terminate in those words and
gestures.

Yet if there Ylt'ere the- same sort of arrangement with God, the

oenter of intention would be so connected with the logos that it oould hardly
be called transcendent.
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Two responses are to be made to this dilemma.

On the one hand, we

must aoknowledge that the paradox does slip back in here, to the extent
that we must deny for God the connections between center of intention and
outward manifestations that we maintain for the inner nature of human
selves.

From the standpoint of God, we oarmot see what the connection

between his transcendence and his immanence is, except that in some mysterious
way the latter is a sign for the former.

On the other hand, we are not in

God's standpoint anyway, and from the standpoint of another self the problem
is not important.

Other selves exist for me because their signs have second-

ness, the mark of existence.

If there were no signs, the other self would

not only be unknowable, but as far as I am concerned, he "W:>Uld not exist;
he is relevant only in the context where he is an object of some signs.
God, too, can be said to exist only through signs which have their being in
the field of experiential existence.

If his logos were not in my world, he

could not be said to exist for me, and if it were not in some possible
world he could not be said to exist at all.
The problem of the relation between God's transcendent oenter of intention and his inme.nent logos is a speculative question that cannot be answered
because it goes beyond the limits of possible relevance to experience.

The

logos claims to be the most ultimate category of existence, and there is no
possible category by Which we can go beyond it.

By disregarding what it says,

we can consider it merely as a sign of something beyond, but to explain its
connection as any more than a sign for an object we must operate within
that oategofY and cannot explain beyond it.

The oenter of intention is

wholly transcendent, and what we interpret it to be through its signs is
always short of what it is, and is only analogous to human selves.

Because
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the logos is the most ultimate oategory in wb.ioh our experience is framed,
though we can test our understanding of it, we cannot raise the question
as to how it is related to the transcend center of intention whose sign it
is.

This explains why the mystery is a mystery, but it does not vitiate the

faot that the logos is truly God.
Section I.

The Logos

In the beginning was "the logos, and the logos was with
God, and the logos was God. He was in the beginning with God;
all things were made through him, and without him was not anything made that was ma.de. In him was 1 ife, and the life was the
light of men. The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness
has not overoome it •••• (John 1:1-5, R.s.v., reading "logosn for
"Word").
This statement of the doctrine of the logos indicates that it was taken
as more than one power beside others, more than one principle among others;
"without him was not anything ma.de "that was made•.

We would say more that

the logos was taken as the ultimate ontologioal oategory, the mo st basio
principle in all things.

Remember "that "ultimate" means "most fundamental

suoh that nothing of the kind is left

outside~.

The ultimate ontological

category would be that oategory of being inclusive of all others.
The ultimate oategory is at once a real category of existence, an
intellectual category of interpretation, a real goal of being (especially
man), and a recognized goal in terms of whioh we judge ourselves.
The first two indioate that when philosophers understand the ultimate
category, there well may be a discrepancy between their

under.standin~

and

what they are understanding, above and beyond the fact that a sign is not
its object.

Our knowledge is everywhere fallible.

Not only is our speou-

lation fallible. but even if the ultimate category or logos were divinely
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disclosed, as I believe it is, we could only understand it in discursive,
4

therefore fallible terms.
4.

This is a simple point, made by Charles Peirce,

"Questions Concerning Certain Faoul ties Claimed for Man, 11 Values,
p. ls r.

but it has the effect of denying any revelation in a perfect form tqat cannot
be doubted.

Everything we understand must be in terms we understand, and we

can always mis-understand the terms, or the terms we have may be inadequate
to what they try to express.

If there were any revelation given straight

from heaven in perfect form and indubitable, we either would know it to be
perfect by a fallible, discursive interpretation, whereupon we might be wrong,
or else we would

~now

it by yet another inunediate, divinely established

intereretation; but then we never ooUld tell at all Whether our thoughts
were fallible or perfect.

If revelation is the suggestion or disclosure

of something not hit upon before or not deducible from more mundane experienoe, it still must be tested, and we find that in the testing our understanding is constantly more refined.
The ontological category as goal not only indicates the same problem
as above, but also implies 1:hat man (and perhaps other beings) can pervert
to some degree the ontological foundation of his being, and thus that
foundation again becomes his goal..

But if the logos is really the ultimate

category, then man cannot escape it while perverting it, and it must be such
that can sustain this perversion.

Further, if man does not escape the

ultimate category while perverting it in

certain areas, it is not enough to

say to him that his perversion is in self-contradiction with his being, for

his answer is "So what? as long as it is possible?•

It further must be
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established that it is right for man to acknowledge that the ul t1mate
category is everywhere good, and this can only be done from without, that
is, by God disclosing it to be so.

It is beyond the scoi;e of this pe.i;er

to show God' s relation to the world as creator, that he was right when he
"sa.w everything that he had made, and behoJ d, it was very good" (Gen. 1:31).
But the argument would run first, to find some notion of goodness, perhaps
revealed, see if it fits our expectations, and then judge the ultima-00
category everywhere in terms of it.

This is ::premised on the prinoiple

that the ultimate category con ta.ins within itself the category of goodness,
and since man's being is founded on the ultimate category, its aspect of
goodness can give rise to the expectations by which man judges his intellectual understanding of it.

If we can show how goodness is contained.

within the ultimate category, then the denial of goodness would a.mount to a
denial of being.
But for the p11rpose of the present discussion, we can assume that God
is good, the logos is God, and therefore is good; and if the logos is good,
we ought not pervert it anywhere.

In laying out the doctrine of the logos,

we lay out the ulitimate category as the ontological prino iple wliioh man
perverted, making it again his goal; but in 1:he perversion, man lo st 'the
power to reach the goal unless he can appropriate the ultimate category
in µnperverted form.

The ultimate oe.tegory is God immanent in the world,

the logos, the Christ.
Vlhat general characterization can we make of this logos?

This presents

a serious problem because the logos as ultimate category appears in so many
contexts, nnd in each differently, so that though it often occurs in common-
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sense thinking, it does not appear under one name.

There is no one character-

ization I know of in English that does justice to all a.speots of the logos,
so the characterization I give it will stretch and oreak at points.

The

logos, I say, oan be characterized as love, and there are several reasons
for calling it that.

First, it fits into

t~

canonical literature of

Christianity and makes connection with theology and traditional church
history easier.

Secondly, the everyday connotations of the word love have

to do with psychologioal, emotional factors, which make them easier to

tie up with religious life, though I do not say that religion has to do
only with psychological things.

Thirdly, although it stretches the imagina-

tion to talk of physics and logic in terms of love, it does an even greater
injustice to human experienoe to describe it in terms of physios and logic.
While we sacrif'ioe muoh clarity and precision in calling the ontological
principle as it appears in physics and logic love, it is positively false
to apply the ove_r precise terms of those fields to experience as the ul timate category.

Moreover, saying that the logos in physics and logio is

love does not preclude scientific investigation in precise terms, since
such investigation should not pretend to metaphysical explanation anyway;
the only difficulty is in reconciling the scientific and metaphysical terms.
On the other hand, any scientifio or logical term applied to experience as
the logos would be false, since experience encompasses elements that defy
classification under the abstract categories of science and logic.

This

is necessarily so. Science presupposes that truth only applies to the
objective form things have to consoiousness; but in experience oonsoiousness is directional, indicating that things not only have a being as looked
at but as looking.

Logic only copes with things in their static natures
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as can be oontained within implications; but the experienoe of making
inf'erenoes goes beyond logie.
5.

5

All of our charaoterizations reflect the

See Weiss , Modes of Being, prop. 3. 34. "Inflerence is an art in whioh
one risks replaoing a satisfaotory premise by an unsatisfactory conolusion. 1

inperfeotion of our knowledge;

i...e

can approaoh the logos as ultimate oate-

gory in many ways , and I give it one characterization only for the sake of
a shaky consistency.

To call it love is sufficient, however, for the areas

in which we shall here discuss and test it.
What is love , if it is the ultimate category or logos?

Love is the

existence of at least two things so that they are related to each other in
interaotion, eaoh one maintaining his integrity at the other' s sufferance .
To put it more ix>sitively, eaoh being oontributes to the system of' the
interaction of the two of' them by maximizing the integrity of both.
6.

6

Some people think love as a general principle is a desire for union .
My dootrine is a direot oontradiotion of' this , claiming that love is the

maximization of individuality of' related beings. Desire for union is
the desire to annihilate those factors in the other that give it its
individuality.
As the ultimate ontological principle , love may be described as follows.
It is existence itself .

To exist means to stand re la tad in opposition and

connection with another being.

On the one hand, there seems to be a system

in which both beings are internally related , and on the other each is distinot and in opposition to the other, defining 1tself in terms of the interaction with the other, yet with enough 1nteriori ty to do the interacting
and defining.

If there is muoh of a system, it does not exhaust the
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existenoe of its content - beings by internal relations sinoe they a.re also
externally related to ea.oh other -qnd to some degree ea.oh ha.s the power of'
destroying the relation and henoe the identity of both.

The ultimate cate-

gory is thus the souroe of the possibility of an individual existing with
others.

Putting the problem another way, to exist is to maintain one's

integrity in the face of another, and since one's own integrity is defined
in terms of the other's it requires maintaining both.

l!a.inte.ining integrity

is not a status quo affair, because the relation between the individuals is
dynamio, enduring through time whioh always threatens the relationship.
Hence ea.oh individual attempts to maximize those a.otions which bring a.bout
more integrity in the future.

As the ultimate oategory of being, love is

the state of affairs where this takes plaoe.

An individual loving is one

trying to maximize the integrity in intere.otion of all oonoerned.
Existenoe is not only of pe.rtioula.rs, whatever they mi gb.t be.

hi.

individual like a human being is an integrated system of many fa.oats cognitively desoribed as partioula.rs, and its individuality oonsists in its
integrity.

Likewise, an individual integrates himself over against another

integrated individual.

The other may be

another~

individual, e.g.

another human being, or it ma.y be as inclusive as the world, so long a.s
the world has an integrity or unifying power over against the individual.
I began this entire disoussion with the distinotion beti.1een aelf and world
as individual entities, related from the one side by experience.

One's

world a.s ta.ken in the ultimate oontext has the integrity of being defined
as that self's world.

And we oa.n answer in abstra.ot the norma t1ve question

raised at the end of the last ohapter. namely, how the ultimate oontext is
to be properly constituted:

as the maximization of the integrity of' self
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and world .

One should love the world and all in it, and the above is what

love is, abstractly speaking.
If we e.pproaoh the ul tima.te category from the static standPoint of
logic, it is seen as the prinoiple of non-contradiction, "for every X, X
is not non-X".

This is saying that every entity has its being in opposi-

tion to what is not itself.

The law of identity, "every X is an X" and the

law of excluded middle, "every X is X or non-X" say the same thing.

The

n o-t

relation of identity is the relation to oneself as what is not itself, and
~

excluded middle says that there are two integral :OOnns related in such a
We¥ that a being has to be one or the other.

llodus Ponens leaves the static

world of implication for the dynamic "M'.>rld of inference, and is based on
the hope that when something is defined in terms of another, when 1 sole.tad
from it, it will be the same being.
7.

7

See Weiss, Modes of Being, props. l.94-1.104, especially 1.96.
These are metaphysical doctrines whose further justification would

involve a systematic ontology that would go beyond the limits of this paper.
Everything cannot be stated and
to sketoh the picture into which

arg~ed

~

for at once, and I state these only

shall fit the object of our primary

interest, the logos as related to human beings.
What is human love?

By this I do not nean love only for humans but

rather the love humans have and can direct at most anyone or anything.

It

would have to be an attitude and the corresponding actions that work for
maximizing the integrity of the beings concerned, for our basic attitudes,
it will be remembered, are what give an overall shape and style to our
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experience, and i± is through our experience that we do our part in shaping
the relations we have with other things.
to this way of putting it.

Now there are two important parts

First, the nature of human integrity, and

secondly, the relation between feelings or attitudes and actual effect produced.
As to the first, integrity is the integration of all parts of the person
around the oenter of intention so that the person is his own man, controlling
all that can be controlled, autonomous to suoh a high degree that he can be
the same person in every situation while never refusing to respond to the
situation as it is and grow in that response.

The person with integrity is

able to aooept the world end himself as they are in truth because he does
not need a special version to hold him together; he talces responsibility for
what he does.

We shall go into this further when we oan contrast it with

non-integration and laok of love.
As to the second, love is an objective thing that can be measured in
recognizable ways in teil"llls of the integrity of ihe individuals involved.
Consequently, we define love by this, not by feelings.

Nonetheless, insofar

as what we do to bring about love is accompanied and somewhat directed by
feelings ani attitl.Jdes, it is legitimate to speak of nfeeling love" for
things.

But we always test vhich of our feelings are loving ones by their

outward effects, oonoei ved or actual.
Our discussion of love in te:nus of what we have said before of the
logos will always be confused until we show how love can be problematic.
If love is the ul time.ta

oe.te~ory

lovingly as a matter of course?

underlying our being, why do

w~

not

a.Qt

First I shall have to show how the logos

can give rise to the possibility of its being perverted.

Then I need dis-

cuss how man, being able to pervert the ground of his being, has done so
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in fact, with the result that he is in a state of sin, which is the state
of being unable to love in its many manifestations.

Finally, I shall show

how the· state of grace is the state in which man is able to call upon the
power of love in the ultimate ground of his being with the help of an outside agency to again be able to love.
Producing integrity in man, love gives rise to free will which is able
to pervert love insofar as man is able to control to
tions he has with what is other than him.

so~

extent -the rela-

Necessary for this perversion

is the possibility of responding to signs wrongly.

If man's relations with

the world were solely in terms of dyadic responses, there would be no
possibility of his loving or not loving.

He would act merely according to

the principles that controlled his existence and could never get out of
step with the ultimate category.

However, since his experience gives him

the possibility for triadic relations, he can make a centered response
that responsibili;tjr works for disintegration, i.e. that is unloving.

He

can mis-take a sign, or taking it rightly, can make the wrong response to
the -world in -OOrms of it.

The fact that man has this possibility also

conditions his ability to love in the state of grace, since he is always
liable to err or

11

be.okslide 11 •

Heaven is our conception of the place where

this is not possible.
That man has in fact perverted the ultimate category, the logos, is
hardly a point that need be argued in a world so manifestly wiloving by

any definition.

But what does it mean specifically'?

Abstractly dofined,

laok of love v.ould be disintegration of the beings involved together, and
being unloving is making a disintegrating move in relation to one's situation,
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or a move not sufficient to promote integrity in tJ:ie fu"bl.re.
beings, the oare of the problem is this:

For human

to treat another person as a being

of integrity requires that we penetrate by interpretation through all the
disjointed parts of his person, taking them as signs, to the center of his
intentions wherein his integrating power, his integrity, lies.

But if we

are to be the interpreter of signs, the interpretant is to be in us.

So in

penetrating through to his center of intention, we must respond from. the
depths of our being also; our being as interpreter and interpretant is
centered and direoted in the triadio response of one oenter of intentions
to another.

This is precisely what the unloving man cannot do, and this

inability constitutes the state of sin.
An unloving man takes t he being of his neighbor to be oonsti tuted by
one part of his total person, one part alone, out of connection with the
center of intention whioh is the seat of his integrity.

He ta.lees him, for

instance, as an object of sexual attraction, as the performer of a certain
job, as an arms bearer, as a producer, in short as someone whose being is
limited to a .!Q.k that does not a.oknowledge the depths of self'hood, the
integrity of the individual to be found in the oenter of intention.

And

taking others in these limited ways, we respond with only limited parts of
our own person, not from the depths of our souls, not from the very souroe

dt our integrating power, our oenters of intention.

Adam took the apple

in bad faith to God' s love, for sinoe the response of our whole selves
is the highest response we can make, we take God to be at least a centered
self, and then he took Eve as an object of sexual gratification, knowing as
he did so the shame with whioh sex was then filled.
From here on out, the oomp:J,ications pour like water gushing from a

la5

broken dam.

Eve responded in kind, end Adam felt the loss of his integrity

from her side.

He could no longer define his integrity from her actions or

his, end the relation between thea denied the integrity of eaob,

We try to

find our identity, but the only things we have to go on are the limited
unoentered responses through whiob our relations with others are defined.
We see ourselves as role-players, and since we cannot escape the ultimate
category, we are vaguely conscious, perhaps painfully conscious, of the
inadequacy of this solution.

But we have lost the means whereby to acknow-

ledge our own integrity end that of others.

We are incapable of making the

centered response wh.ioh indicates our potential integrity.
In

th~

opening chapters of the Epistle to the Romans, St. Paul describes

the stf.}.te of sin as

11

s;Lav.ery to the law 11 •

Slavery to the law is the frantic

attempt to define our identity in tenns of myriad determinations of the role
of the "righteous man 1• ,

But no amount of role playing and forcing; others

into role playing by judgments upon them according to the law can bring
about the centered response of love to others or to oneself that oan restore
integrity.

In fact, it has the opposite effect.

Our response to people in

terms of the law is a response to partial roles, and this is the antithesis
of the response to the center of intention.

The response of love disregards

one• s definition by role playing and goes to the heart of one's being.
This is not to say that we $hould not make judgments a.ooording to moral law,
but such judgments do not acknowledge or promote the true center of integrity
of the persons involved.
The inability to love plays ba.ok upon us so that we fear the loss of
our own souls, that is, of our integrity.

We try desperately to shore up
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our integrity by the oorreot playing of roles, and we deceive ourselves
about those things whioh threaten our identity in thJse roles.

We see

other people only in those roles that are oonsonant with our own, and do
not aoknowledge their being apart from those roles.

We distort the world

to fit ourselves, and bl ind ourselves to those things whioh would foroe
us to be something other than our frantioally construoted identity.

Even

our reason is fallen, deoeiving end blind.
The state of sin is not neoessary.

We oould have loved.

Niebuhr's famous enigm.atio dictum says, it is inevitable.

But as Reinhold

Our sooiety makes

every effort to give us satisfactory identities in terms of roles, and we
so fear the loss of even that identity that we resist and blind ourselves
to those f actors that call for a centered response.

Moreover, the persons

whom we meet are in the same fix, and through their own fear cannot make the
initial response of love that we can acoept for resurreoting our own integrity.
it.

Resurrection is what it needs, and is what the New Testament oalls

The death of the spirit is the death of our integrity, it is the

inability to aoknowledge and respond with the center of our intentions.
Finding again the p:>wer to love is the resurreotion of our whole selves in
the fullest sense.
This is the problem to v.hioh Christian theology addresses itself.
Having lost the capacity to love, how do we get it restored?

Having lost

'

the ca pa.oi ty to respond to the integrity of other centers of intention
with the integrity of our own, how do we regain it?
lies in the f act that we never escape the ultimate
perverting it.

The key to the problem
category~

even as we are

We pervert the !X)Wer of oonsoious human love, but only by

t he power of the ultimate oategory on a more fundaraantal level.

We bring
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about disintegration, but the power by which we do this is still the integrating, relating, opposing power of being.

The solution is to call upon

the more fundamental level of the logos whom we affirm even in denying him.
The factor which gave rise to the possibility of the state of sin
determines the form in whioh the state of' graoe will be brought about, the
state wherein sin is overcome.

Man is able to pervert the logos in him

because he can be related to the world in a triadic way.
the creation of his own identity beoause he can take
himself.

t~

He has a hand in
world as signs for

He brings the integrity of his own center of intention into play

by re§ponding to someone else, or he can deny it by not responding.

Since

the state of sin, the inability to love, is brought about by and ccncerns
the level of man's interpretative experience, the power of love must be
reintroduced at that point.

The reappropriation of the logos in one's

own being to the center of in.t ention must be evoked in experience by the
appearance of the logos in the world.

The logos, the power of love, must

"
oall into our mecheriisms
of response the logos resident but perverted in

us.
And the logos became flesh and dwelt among us, full of'
graoe and truth; we have beheld his glory, glory as of the
only son from the father •••• And from his fulness have we
all received, graoe upon grace. For . the law was given
through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.
No one has ever seen God; the only Son, who is in the b,osom
of the Father, he has made him known.
(John 1:14, 16-18, R.s.v., reading "logos" for "Word")
V/hen Christians assert that Jesus .i s truly God in the act of saving man,
they are claiming that he was a man in whose actions the logos was so
explioit that his love for men evoked the logos in them with the result
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that they made a loving, centered response.

He was the incarnation of God

as logos with the power to save men's integrity if they accepted his love.
8.

Historical opinion about what sort of a man Jesus was is
here. What is relevant in the context of asking whether
incarnate is whether in faot he oould give men the power
The effect he had on the apostles indioates that he was,
final test, of course, we must make ourselves.

8

irrelevant
he were God
to love.
though the

Salvation from the state of sin, if it is to come at all, must come in this
way.

Only a man who is able to love us perfectly, treat us not as men judged

by the law, but as integral centers of intention, as beings with integrity,
only such a man can prompt us to love in return.
in objects of our experience as logos.

God is in us as logos and

But from the state of sin we can

direct our ao ti on aooo rding to 'the lo gos only if we see it ex pl ioi t in
another.

And the fears for the loss of our own integral selves can be

allayed only by accepting the unmitigated love of another.

Judgrnen ts of

our rooral righteousness are made upon us in tenns of the logos, in terms of
our being related to the world lovingly, but the judgment is overriden by
the very love through which the

jud~ent

is made.

Love judges, and perhaps

finds us wanting, but it still loves.
The Church is that body of men whom Jesus' love has effected and who
mediate his love to those distant from him in spaoe and time by ecclesiastical symbols, the Bible, preaching the logos and by their own love through
which they point to the perfect love that first overcame the self-entrenching
power of the inability to love..

The whole emphasis on witness in the Church

is an attempt to give experiential evidence that in Jesus the logos was
present in a saving way.
Testimony of other people is never conclusive, however, in matters of
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this kind, although the bulk of it in Christian history gives weight to the
assertion that what Christians have tried and found suooessful ought to be
tried by other people.

There is a sense in whioh the inability to love

prohibits recognition of love in other people; in fact, we often refuse to
accept other people's love because it foroes us to respond in a way we are
unsure of.

The appearance of the logos in an explicit item of our experience

to whioh we must react is not in iilself sufficient to make us automatically
respond with the logos in our ovm being, however, that is, to acknowledge
the integrity or the other with the center of intention wherein our own
integrity lies.

The risk involved in making suoh an interpretation where

we have so often found that others deny it as valid, insisting that they
themselves are nothing more than the roles they play, makes us leery of
aooepting another's love at face value.

Espeoially in this so 'When we

have identified ourselves entirely as the person defined by his failures
in fulfilling laws.

If we are guilty, and our being is nothing more than

a constellation of guilts, then we are unworthy of love and reject it for
ourselves.

This again denies the logos its place at the oenter of inten-

tion, because we a.re more than what we do and have failed to do.

The self

is more than the oolleotion of its signs; it is the oenter of intention
revealed through the signs.

And the interpretation of those signs as

revelatory of a oenter of intention goes beyond judging the signs in themselves; it is a loving interpretation, aoknowledge another's oeni:Br with
one's own, the depths of one person meeting the depths of another.
But what if the redeeming love of the inoarnate logos is not aooepted?
The logos is the ultimate category implicit in all being, implioit in
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ourselves a.s well a.s the world of our experience, end if we oan deny its
explicit manifestation in the world, we then have the power to deny its
explicit residence in our actions.

It ha.s always been a matter of contro-

versy in Christian theology as to the degree of control our center of
intention has over the logos in us that responds to the logos in the Christ.
Some people, the predestinarie.ns, say that the logos in us does or does not
respond without regard for our center of intention operating through our
experience.

At the other extreme are those who insist that whether or not

we respond with love is solely dependent upon our willful, centered acceptance of the love of another.

On the one hand,

t~

logos in the guise of the

Holy Spirit overcomes our center of intention end makes the response for us.
On the other hand, we make the acceptance by a blind leap of faith.
is evidence for both sides, and I think both a.re right at times.

There

The fact

that we can willfully deny another' s love out of fear or guilt testifies to
the strength of our own center of intention, and to say that we are predestined to damnation if this is the case is a cheap way out of it.

The

fact that we can fervently desire to accept another's love but find ourselves unable to testifies to the autonomy of the ultimate category above
and beyond the power we oan draw on in our center of intention.

At least

what must be said is that acceptance of love must come about somehow, if
its healing power is to be brought to bear on our sinful state.
The state of grace is the state of again being able to eot according

to the ultimate category in our experience.

It is the state of being able

to direct our experience and the relations we thereby create with the world
so that we acknowledge and promote the integrity of the individuals we meet
there.

Grace is the logos working explicitly in our lives.

Our experience
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is ah1ays liable to the difficulties that brqught on the state of sin in
the first place, and as a matter of fact we do backslide at times.
theless, to some degree we can fund our response to

None-

love in our experience

to give us a reserve of faith that carries us over those trying times when
we find our own love denied.

And we can mediate the perfect love of God

as logos that was manifest for us in the person of Jesus through our own
love for others.
Now what does it mean, that we explicitly aoknowledge the logos in
the love of another person.

On the one hand, it means that we are able to

respond to his whole person as a center of intention wi'th our own.

On the

other hand it means that we acknowledge his love as i±J.e ultimate category
of existence.

But the ultimate category of existence, if it is just that

and no more is seen as a contingent affair.
is established by a transcending power.

!f it is contingent, then it

Thus it is we say that the logos

is the immanent sign of a transcendent God, and as his sign, being the
ultimate oategory of existence that we cannot escape even in questioning
it, it is truly God. Ta.king it a.s a sign, we interpret it with the fullest
response we know how to make, and see it as the sign of a self, a center
of intention, even though we know that God tra.nsoendent is more than that.
It seems paradoxical to say that we respond to God as we respond to other
centers of intention, e speoially when we realize that this means we are
acknowledging his integrity.

But it is in th:l loving of God that we identify

and bring into play our ovm integrity, our full self'hood, 'l/\lhether it is
the transcendent God or his immanenoe in another person.
This is the answer Christians give to the dilemma posed a.t the end of'
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the la.st chapter.

The ultimate oontext receives its justification from a

transcendent power through the establishment of the nonn of love.
norm is the being of God in the ultimate context.

And this

Insofar as we understand

it, we can judge our own relation to the world as the exemplification of
the norm that we, as individual oenters of intention, are empowered to make.
To ask further if there be a divine judgment made on our oonstituting of our
ultimate oontext, on our relation to the world, is to
anthropomorphic speculation.

~rade

upon unnecessarily

For if the norm is there, end our of'fering is

here, they are oomparable; and from the extemporal standpoint they appear in
comparative juxtaposition.

What more need be said?

Section II.

The Tests

As in any area of critical thinking, with theology we are trying to find
good ways of interpreting oertain aspects of our experience.

At least some

of the aspects relevant to theology have to do with the concerns that bring
the ultimate context @f our experience as a whole into play, asking whether
the comprehensive relationship we form with the world through our experience
can be criticized as an entirety, end in terms of \'4'1.at.

That we do criticize

it and feel it inadequate is a fact that must be explained.

Christian

theology offers an explanation and, further, gives a suggestion as to how

to heal, at least partially, the severance between man's version of the
self-world relation and the norm.
To be sure, insofar as much of this is metaphysioal explanation, it
must be criticized in the way all other metaphysics is:

through applica-

bility to experienoe, consistency, and explanatory facility.

As a theory

it should have the recognizable advantages we require of all such theories,

ll3
evan though these advantages may not in fact be recognized until

~

begin

criticizing other i;eople' s metaphysical theories; and as everyone aots
according to some metaphysios or other, we should be thankful for the means
of criticism we do have.
vChristianity, however, oflters a test of a more stringent sort at the
crucial point of the saving power of the logos explicitly incarnate in a
human being.

Again, to be sure, this test is based upon certain metaphysical

suppositions, but they also give certain testimony for the soheme as a whole.
Our discussion first shall ask just what the tests are, and then vthat they
prove.
A.

What the tests are.

The general procedure for testing an interpretation of experience is
to frame the interpretation as an hypothesis, perform the operations and
transformation of thought necessary to arrive at the hypothesis through a
satisfactory independent source and means, and evaluate the hypothesis in
terms of the new results.

The Christian hypothesis is that the logps

explicit in the Christ is able to free

man

from the state of sin where he

is unable to respond to the selfhood of another with his own oenter of
intention, and to restore to him an ability to create his relation to the
world in aocord with the norm, the ultimate category of existence.

The

testing comes in accepting the perfect love of Jesus and responding in
kind.

If one is able to operate with the integrity of his being, the

hypothesis is verified.
As oould be predicted from the theory of redemption, there is a
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serious hitch at the point where the operation must be performed, where we
must accept the love of another.

It was noted above that some difficulty

would arise over the degree to which the job of responding to another's
love with love belonged to the logos at the foundation of our being or to
the JX:>Wer of our own center of intention, consciously directed through
experience.

This dif'f'icul ty will be left to the concluding section of our

discuss ion, and for the present assume that acceptance is possible and is
done.
We now must specify in general the marks of the state of grace to be
recognized as the verification of the hypathesis.

St. Paul gives the

classic fonnulation upon which the Christian doctrine is grounded:
If I speak in the tongues of roon and of angels, but have
not love, I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. And if I
have prophetic powers, and understand all mysteries and all
knowledge, and if I have ~l faith, so as to remove mountains,
but have not love, I am nothing. If I give away all I have,
and if I deliver my body to be burned, but have not love, I
gain nothing.
Love is patient and kind; love is not jealous or boastful;
it is not arrogant or rude. Love does not insist on its own
way; it is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at
wrong, but rejoices in the right. Love bears all things,
believes all things, hopes all thing s, endures all things.
Love never ends; as for prophecy, i t will pass a.way; as
for tongues, they will cease; as for knowledge, it will pass
away. For our knowledge is imperfect and our prophecy is
imperfect; but when the perfect comes, the imperfect will
pass away. When I was a child, I spoke l'ike a child, I
thought like a. child, I reasoned like a child; when I became
a man, I gave up childish ways. For now we see in a mirror
dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part; then I
shall understand fully, even as I have been fully understood. So faith , hope, love abide, these three; but the
greatest of these is love.
(1 Corinthians 13, R. S. V.)
The first paragra!h underscores the point that the worth acquired
through love overrides the worth we achieve through roles, be they those
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of authority, perceptiveness, understanding, piety, oharity of self saorifioe.
None of these, as we have seen, demands the integrity of' a centered personality.

All are signs of the self, but not the objeot of those signs.

I

repeat that this does not deny the legi timaoy of' judging the perf'o rmanoe of'
roles; but the oruoial thing to bear in mind is that suoh judgments do not
apply to 1he whole, i.e. the true self'.

A person is responsible for his

performance of roles, but a judgment of that is merely a judgment of an
aotion, not of a self'.

Love is the one thing a man does where his cen tar

of intention, his whole self' is brought into play in the interpretative
recognition of another suoh self appearing through his signs.
St. Paul's seoond paragraph depicts the marks of' love, the signs of'
the relationship where at least 0ne party recognizes and is concerned for
the potential integrity of' the other, doing so by an act involving his
own center of' intention.

There is no need to rehearse each point by which

St. Paul describes such e. relation, and one observation will suffice in
exposition.

Ideal love can be a one way affair.

the one loved to return the love extended.

It is not necessary f'or

Every mark St. Paul oi te s is

one Where love is given in the face of opfX)sition to it.

Love as it exists

in the state of sin is not this way; it demands return or is retracted.
In the state of sin love is merely the lack of' objeotive hate, and is
directed at something the loved one does that benefits the lover, not at
the person of the beloved; it is only appreciation and desire.

Active hate,

as opposed to the dis-appreo ia tion of soTMthing someone does, is much akin
to true love insofar as it recognizes the center of intention of the objeot
hated; it differs from love in wishing the disintegration of the other's
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self instead of the contrary.

True love, however, in trying to maximize

the integrity of the other, is capable of sustaining a lack of love from
the other side, believing that it can come, hoping that it will come,
enduring its not coming.
The third paragraph has two .points. First it points to the fact that
love is the one enduring category of all existence, with the corollary that
the value one has through his love is the one value not affected by the
process of time.

All other virtues can be annulled in the course of time,

but the value one has in the realization of integrity is not relevant to
what

i~

does beyond what is required in bringing

it about.

Also, having

gained the ability to love truly, that ability is not easily lost. Secondly,
it points to the new depths of understanding that come about through love.
We fully understand the 1.'leart of another's being, even as the perfect love
in the Christ fully understands us.

St. Paul puts this in the future,

recognizing that human love is always somewhat imperfect, never able to fully
return the love seen perfectly in Christ; but the road is llla.rked, and we
can anticipate the face to face vision when the signs of another's center
of intention

are transparent, not like a dB:rk glass.

In general, the marks of a redeemed ability to love are to be seen
in contra.st With the state of sin.

In analyzing our own sinful state we

find rather systematic blocks against love.

St. Paul speaks of

t~ese

blocks as slavery, and we have already discussed slavery to the law, taking
"law" to signify all roles by which we define our identity avoiding explicit
recognition of our center of intention transcending all these signs.

The

specific fonns that this slavery has differ from person to person, and to
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treat them one by one is to risk irrelevance.

In the formulation of the

doctrine, or of the hypothesis which everyone can use, it is essential to
state the general oharaoter of love, and it is on the general level that
the case stands or falls.

The Christian ole.i.ms about love and the redeeming

process hold for all its forms.

Nonetheless, we do not often have a clear

image of our ability to love in

general.

Henoe I shall try to specify

three more particular areas in terms of whioh we can interpret instances
of love or its laok in our individual experience.
First, personal love of self.
in tm state of sin, is selfishness.

The antithesis of this, or counterpa rt
Selfishne as is th'! state of oonoei ving

of ourselves as thoroughly defined by the roles we play or attempt to play.
We judge ourselves according to the laws we think good and oome to the conclusion, since our laws are better than we are, that we are bad and unlovable • •
Denying recognition of our center of intention, we try to fix up the image
of ourselves as we are to fit that of what we ought to be.

Finding that

more effort at being good does not help muoh - indeed 1 t cannot, sinoe the
problem is to love oneself, which goes beyond judgment according to law - we
uheat by using other things illegitimately to build up our role-defined
identity.

We acoept or reject elements of the world according 1o this oapa-

oity to improve our self-image.
Freedom from the law overcomes this by opening the self to the recognition of its center of intention underlying the signs of its being.

Accepting

someone else• s love means accepting our oen'OOr of intention as the object of
love, and from this standpoint we can love ourselves in spite of our apparent
unloveliness.

Two distinguishing marks in this change in attitude toward
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ourselves are the recognition of systematic patterns of interpretation of
the world by which we egrandise our self image 6r vitiate the ideal image,
and finally the abandoning of these patterns with the consequence that we
look at our roles in terms of their objective character of forming a relation of self to V«>rld and not as they bear upon improving our self-image.
We see that we systematically interpret the world in a prideful way, trying

to deceive ourselves about what our identity is in terms of our roles.

Vie

see that we respond to the world with the purpose of bettering ourselves,
often denying 1he true character of that world.

In abandoning these system-

atic patterns of selfish beht:!,vior, we :perform our roles for the end of their
good fulfillment, and can evaluate them according to their objective worth.
We are righteous not for the sake of our own sal ve.tion but for the sake of
the rightness of the rooral life.

This is the only way to save morality

from slavery to religious purposes.

We do good because it is good, not

because it will save our souls, and ethics is freed from the definition of
pious, self saving virtue it so often receives at the hands of pacifists
and the like.
Secondly, love for others.

The antithesis of this is considering

others as determined by the signs of their center of intention without
recognition of that center.

We find our inability to love others rein-

forced by the fact that we can understand them only in terms of their
relation to our own roles.

We cannot love others without bringing our own

center of intention into play as interpretant of the other's signs, and
if we fear to endanger the identity of our role-image by going beyond to
recognition of the transcending center of intention, we cannot love others.
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Usually we are conscious in a vague way of the reasons for which we refuse
to endanger our self-image by loving others. these are marks of the state
of sin.
Again, a greatly increased ability to love others is something we notice
on a general level.

But parallel with the two marks we pioked out of the

redeemed ability to love ourselves, we find similar, indeed not unconnected,
systematic patterns whereby we forced our image of other people to fit in,
in some selfish way, to our frightened image of ourselves.

Consequently,

in overcoming these systematic patterns of deception, we give. others the
freedom to be themselves for us; in faot, promoting their integrity works
for giving them the freedom to be themselves outside of their explicit
rel ation with us.

Love, in other words, overcomes dependence on the other's

image for self identity and achieves independence by calling forth and
recognizing the center of intention that is the source of individual autonomy.
Thirdly, ability to love the

tru~.

The antithesis to this is the

systematic self deceptions about certain things that are -threats to the
self-image.

Quite apart from other people, the world in general or scme

aspects in particul ar may be the objects of our self deception.

The basio

attitudes discussed in the previous chapter are subject to distortion of'
this kind:

the world may be seen as hostile end dangerous to excuse the

fact that we pitif'W. individuals have failed to accomplish what 1..e ought;
or it might be plush end secure, excusing us from looking its evils in the
face; or it might be precarious, justifying our escape from ourselves in
the loudly proclaimed effort to fix everything up.

As for more particular

areas of deoeption we need only look at the unwillingness of the British
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diplomats to read the sign s ri ght in regard to Hitler's activities in the
thirties, or our own unwillingness to faoe up to and oope with 011trig1lt
the IX>ssibility of another war, beoause doing so would undermine the aelfjustif'ioation we have found by equating goodness with material prosperity.
A man oonfident in his ultimate value as a loved and loving being is
able to aooept the threats to his identity insofar as that identity is
contained in his signs, and is free to work with the world as it is.

Of

course, this freedom does not show itself immediately in all spheres, since
our resIX>nses are deeply ingrained by habit.

It may, in faot, not come out

until a time of orisis that we do not need certain self deceptions any
longer.
One last mark of the state of g;raoe cannot be ignored.

The slave

to sin is oharaoterized by a general fearfulness at the loss of the only
identity he oan find, that of the intersection of the universals desoribing
his roles.

What happiness he has is the mere appreciation of something that

bolsters his self im.a ge, outs down the glare refleoting from his ideal
image, or that lessens his fear of loss of himself.

The Christian on the

other hand is oharaoterized by a sublime joy that pervades everything he
does.

There is no reason for the joy, since the Christian has not neces-

sarily improved his relation to the law; he is still a nsinner", though he
realizes that is not all he is.

The source of Christian joy is 'from within,

not denying the claims of the world for other kinds of happiness or grief;
it stems from the well-being of the loved and loving center of intention.
Christian joy may be unoonsoious through most of our mundane experience,
but when it flowers forth, it is recogniza:ble both from within and from
without.
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B•

What the tests prove.

My purpose in bringing the argument to this point through suoh seemingly

unrelated types of disoussion has been
logic.

to justify a sort of theological

The first ob.apter discus sed the nature and structure of experience

in general, the seoond showed how "God• was related to experience as a
possible interpretant, and in this ob.apter we have seen an elaboration of
the hypothesis that God is related to our experience.

Finally, we have

specified a plaoe where we can test the hypothesis, seeing whether the
secondness we encounter in experience agrees with or refutes the theory.
It is not possible to separate the form from the content of my argument.

Opponents of this approach will always claim that the test does not

prove What I think it proves and that it can be explained in other ways.
Vlhile

t~re

is no sure defense against this kind of attack, I cannot let

it win its case merely by the stating of it.

What does denying my con-

clusion entail?
First, it might olaim that my description of human love is inaccurate.
If this is so, I believe I have erred in the direction of too little separation of true love from appreciation of another's determinants for what they
do for us.

To me, at least, the Christi an insight into the nature of the

relations b.etween persons is far more perceptive then any other, and I must
leave my desception as it is, hoping that everyone will find it the best
interpretant for their experience.

To deny this description would require

showing it spec 1fi oally inaccurate.
Secondly, to deny my argunent one might ola1m that it is based on a
wrong interpretation of self'hood, that there is no such thing as a !!>center
of intention•.

The weight behind this claim is that the center of intention
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is not scientifically observable and that scienoe should stick to the
describable properties of beings, not taking "them as signs of anything
else.

This, I admit, may be good soientifio prooedure if soienoe is

willing to saorifice some desoriptive aooureoy and relevanoe for preoision• s sake until it learns better what it oan do; the only exoeption
I take to this self-limitation of soienoe is when it requires a oentered
response from an individual to obtain the observable data to analyze, as
in psychoanalysis:
into play.

here it should acknowledge all the elements that come

At any rate, the claim that it is not scientifically fruitful.

or feasible to talk of "centers of intention" does not militate against
its use here, for the metaphysioal description of selfhood explicitly goes
beyond the limits of science.

The refutation would have to be a.gain st

my metaphysioal argument, not my use of it.

Again, I submit that "oenters

of intention mediated through signs" is a. valid way of speaking of selves,
a way which does most j11stioe to our experience; for a. discussion of this
in other contexts I refer ori tios to J. E. Smith's paper "Knowledge of
Selves and the Theory of Interpretation• (see note 3 above).
Thirdly, one might deny the connection between human love and the logos
or uJ. timate category.

This would take two fonns:

a) denying that there is

an ultimate category, and/or b) denying "that love is a valid way of describing it, e-ven granting the technioal definition of love.
contradictory argwnent.

(a) is a self

To say that there is not an ultimate category is

to say that there are some aspects of existence that are totally different
than others, but saying this gives them at lee.st the similarity of their
being talked about together.

To be sure, I am begging my ultimate category
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by citing self-contradiction as evidence against the refutation, but I
know of no one who YJOuld be willing to accept the consequences of denying
self contradictions as everywhere applicable in a static scheme.
least, it would put an end to all intelligible discussion.

At the

(b) would

require a metaphysical argunent to the effect both that the ul tima'b:I category is something other than what I have said, and that this other precludes
speaking of it in the way I have, since I do not claim that this is the
only way to approach it.

Again, I think my argument stands.

As subject to

the ultimate category hwnan beings are required to relate to each

ot~r

in

the way I o§.11 love, and the fact they can get a.round this and then have it
as an unfulfilled goal is explained.
Fourthly, critics might argue that the ultimate category or logos is
not a sign for a transcendent God.

But was it not the point of the second

chapter to show that in the ultimate context of our experience, the ultimate
category was related to the transcendent in just that way?

My di soussion of

the limits imposed upon critical questioning of the relation between the
transoendent and the immanent due to the f'aot that the i!lllllanent is indeed
the ultimate category, I believe, needs no repetition or amplification.
In short,

nw

argument depends upon the correotness of' 1 ts steps all

along the line, and I have tried to justify each one of' them directly, as
the parts of' a rootaphysios should be.

I olaim that none is true simply

because of' its logical relation to its predecessors.

But then if' the whole

is offered as an interpretation of the way things are, what 1 s the foroe
of the special test?

Its force lies in four areas.

1) If the test is suooessful, it would testify to the validity of' the
Christologioal symbols.

Vlhen pressed very hard, Christians would give up
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the claim that their symbols are the only possible ones.

It is conoeivable

that in a t:>tally alien oul ture the symbol of .Jesus as the man with the
power of God would have no foroe, although that myth is rather universally
applicable to the oultures we know; there is always a God become man or a
divinely inspired prophet to pull mankind out of the trouble it has gotten
itself in, be that God-man Buddha, Zoroaster, Moheromed, Prometheus, Wodin
or Quetzalcoatl.

Nonetheless, verification of C'hristianity•s understanding

of the problem by its symbols would show its adequacy for our culture, of
which they are very much a part.

It is essential that the logos become

explicit in a man Who is inside the history of human af'fairs, and if this
love in Jesus oan be mediated in our time, Christian symbolism is still
shown to have power.
2) If the test is suooessful, it testifies to the Christian understanding of the nature and dynamics of love.

Our understanding 1 s always

given support i f we oan perform operations under its direction and arrive
a.t predicted results.

Of all the points discussed, the nature of human

relations in terms of interpretation of sigps of oenters of intention by
other such centers is the most easily tested by the method of independent
verification specified in Chapter II; it requires little , in the way of
circuitous transformations of thought to arrive at an independent reference
point.

Moreover, the prooess of testing is likely to improve our under-

standing of love in terms of specificity, insofar a.s each testor is required
to interpret certain of his experiences as places to test the theory.
3) Insofar as the parts of the entire metaphysical description hang
together, as well as hang separately, the whole thing is given substance
if this one point is verified. ·At the very least, this test ties the
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metaphysical speculation to experienoe in a oonorete and oontrollable way.
Christians draw the limits as to relevant and irrelevant theological doctrines
on the basis of their necessity in explaining the experience involved in
testing the problems and solutions oonneoted with Christian love.
4) If the test yields negative results, either none at all or contradicting results, something is wrong with the explanation.
task begins of deciding how rnuoh to throw out.

Then the

At this point, however,

the method of testing loses its clean-out objectivity, because Christians
oan always claim that it has not been performed correctly.

In the next

section we shall disouss the diffioul ties involved in the actual testing,
but let it be admitted here that the judgment as to the results of the
test, if' they are negative, must be a subjective one made ·by eaoh individual
about himself' to his own satisfaotion.

If the results are positive, the

marks of the state of' graoe are visible, but if they are negative, there
is no outward way of telling whether the solution to the state of sin,
aooeptanoe of perfeot, explioit love, was fairly or unfairly tried.
The gist of this argument is that God appears with seoondness in our
experience as the explicit love that enables us to love in return.

It is

his visible and immanent sign,, no less than God himself, that is the ultimate
category of existence made explicit in the love of' a man.
seoondness in the power of' this love to change us.

There is undeniable

It is necessary to go

through the elaborate argument I have to specify 1n precisely what ways God
is related to experience and to avoid the errors of common sense that
understand God to be a particular being on a par with other beings.

Surely,

i f the transformations of thought necessary to relate God to e:xperienoe in

the proper context are ignored or mishandled, then religion oan be non-sense.
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But if the context in which our notion of God stands for the world in some
respeot is a valid one, as I have argued that it is, then it is a legitimate
field for oritical thought.
Section III.

The Testing

The nature of the problems involved in Christian theology make its
testing like no other endeavor of critical thinking.

As indicated previously,

critical thinking involves holding some proposition hypothetioally and
verifying 1 t by independent satisfactory means.
the oase of theology?

Vlhat would this imply in

The h.ypothesis is that acceptance of the love in

Jesus will result in a ohange in us.

The ohanges oan be speoified and the

outlines of the tests predioted, but the performanoe of the test requires
that Jesus' love be aocepted

~

hypothetically.

Of all tests, this one

requires a non-hypothetical commitment, and if the oommi tment is half-hearted
or "experimental" the test is bound to failure.

There are many facets to

this problem, but they all point to the same diffioul ty:

religion is not

a thing to be merely experimented with.
This is so from the nature of the case.

We have already seen how the

ultima.oy of the ultimate context prohibits a genuine oritioal questioning
of it, although we can readjust our hypothesis from the inside, so to speak.
There is no way in which we oan assume a standpoint outside of it for judgment.

To put it in tenns of testing hypotheses, we cannot make our under-

standing of it hypothetioal and at the same time test it, for the t eating
is an act within the ultimate context.
The diffioulty is not confined to intellectual criticism of our understanding 0£ the ultimate con text; 1t axtends to e.11 situations wherein the

"
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self as a whole rooted in a center of intention is an interpretant of
experience.

The ultimate context of experience is the world as a whole,

possible, actual, and past as it is ordered in an individual's experience.
In the ultimate context the most comprehensive and determinate rel at ion
between self and world is fixed.

This means that the interpretant of the ·

self's experience is the center or intention and all over which its intentions hold sway, including the experience.

This being the case, nothing

is hypothetical.
And so it is with every instance where experience calls for interpretation by the whole self.

In much of our experience, the center of

intention functions xoorely as the interpreter, and a conscious sign is the
interpretant.

But a conscious sign is an idea, and interpretation limited

to conscious signs is interpretation in tenns of particulars and universals.
Such interpretation suffices, perhaps, for

"sense data•, that is, it

interprets percepts arising from dyadic responses through the physical
environment.

We do, however, interpret signs of physical nature to stand

for non-physical things, e.g. selves and God.

Nor i!=I the world of our

experience lirni ted to •nature", selves and God; a letter proving Negro
blood in a Southerner's ancestry, for instance, can present the far past
to him with seoondness, and a draft notice can present the future with

equal force.

And what interprets such conscious signs may be more than a

conscious sign, perhaps excluding conscious signs.
are obvious examples.

Emotional reactions

There are some experiences, as we have seen in the

encounter of other selves, where the 1nterpretant is a unified response
from the center of intention, involving itself and all it oontrols.
To be sure, there is an intellectual aspect

w

those experienoes wherein
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the interpretant is the whole self.

We interpret with oonsoious signs the

marks of our own center of intention responding to another, and can even
go so far, in the state of sin, to block those responses.

There is good

argument for saying that interpretation with non-consoious signs, e.g.,
emotions, physical reaotions, the whole self, is more basio i:han wholly
consoious interpretations, and we have seen how the latter is neoessary for
the perversion of the response of the center of intention where it is proper.
This all boils down to i:he f act that no experienoe wherein the whole
self is fully united as interpreter and interpretant can be hypothetical.
For the whole self includes the consciousness in which the hypothetical
signs would be held off, and when the whole self is the interpreta.nt, its
parts cannot be disjoined from the center of' intention.

Consciousness is

forged into the response as a whole, along with all other parts, inward
and outward.

That this is the oase is the very ground for interpreting

another's oonstellation of' visible signs as indicative of a center of
intention.
Those of us who have approached making a loving response to another
person and at least have come close enough that i:he fulfillment is in sight,
recognize the stumbling blook set up by a hesitation to consider hypothetically whether the response of the whole self is warranted.

If we inter-

pret another• s signs not with our Whole selves but with a conscious suspicion
that his signs may be deceiving, we never penetrate through to h'is center of
intention.
So 1 t

is that the great value to be gained from the success of the

test of love makes 1 t at the same time the hardest thing to test.
testing requires

t~

For the

denial of the experimental spirit that gives it its
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publio objeotivity.

There is no getting around the leap of faith re quired

for the test to furnish the evidenoe for its verifioation.
The key step, the "ope.ration", is to aooept the love of Jesus or of
another man nediating the logos that was inoarnate in the Christ.

To accept

the love means that we must accept the objeot of that love namely, ourselves
as oenters of intention.

This is precisely what we have no "reason" to do

and likely muoh "reason• not to.

To accept the love means that we must

aocept the other as a loving center of intention, whioh again requires an
a.ct or love on our part, an impossibility.
But what sort of impassibility is it for us tto be unable to accept
another• s love?

It is impossible because, fearing the loss of our integrity

due to the faot that we recognize neither other persons• oenters of intention nor our own, we identify ourselves with the roles we play and refuse
to admit "that we are any more than these.

appear with the same sort of ident,i ty.

Moreover we force others to

We cannot aooept love because it

would make us acoept ourselves as more then the role-defined identity we
can oope with.

And if we oonVince ourselves that others are no ·more than

the collection of' their appearances, we will see no reason why we are in
error about ourselves.

Espeoially, if -we identify ourselves as experi-

menters or truth-seekers, i f we identify others .as that about which diso ursi ve truth is had, and if' we a.re unwilling to deny the ultimaoy of the
objective rules for truth-seekers, to transcend that role and beg the
truth of the question, responding as centers of intention, then to acoept
love is impossible.

If love is as I have described, and oan be discovered

in the Wfl¥ specified, then the rules defining the role of the oritical

truth-seeker preclude the finding of' this truth.
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Stated in this way, one would seem a oad not
leap to accept love.

to take the neoess ary

The hypothesis has plausibility.

Thousands of .Christians

end other people oal ling it by a different name have testified that it is so,
for what their testimony is worth.

Most everyone during times of crisis has

been shooked into some vague a 1Vareness that he and others have a depth
1

uncomfortable and unwieldy to acknowledge.

The possibility of this sort of

truth is live enough that the truth seeker would be dishonest not to take
steps to look into it; as Wm. James says,
•••• a rule of thinking \-.ilich would absolutely prevent JOO from
acknowledging certain kinds of truth if those kinds of truth
were really there, would be an irrational rule. 9
9.

•The Will to Believe," The Yfill to Believe and Other Essays on Popular
Philosophy (N. Y., 1956, Dover), p. 28.

Finally, the value to be gained from finding this truth is suoh as to be
worth any risk, for it is tb,e only value 'l:hat gives an individual any worth
in himself, apart from the public value of his roles.
10.

10

The moral argument for taking the leap of acceptance is also compelling.
When one's ethical actions are all directed at justifying himself,
their true end is perverted, and they are 1 ikely to be perverted and
distorted as well. But if one finds a higher justification in love,
moral actions are freed to be performed for their own sake.

But (w~\ are1 not

now hung up on the problem noted before:

how to go

............. •'

about accepting love?

There is a certtin coercive authority in the love of

Jesus, as evidenced by the impact it· had on his followers and on people
today; nonetheless it can be denied.

If we want . to accept it and find we

still cannot, we may be driven to explain this by a whim of the Holy Spirit,
i.e. 'l:he logos in us, al though such an explanation seems self defeating.
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Vlhat practical steps oan be taken to reinstate the ultimate category as a
power upon which we oan explicitJ.y draw?
Intellectual assent will not solve the problem, for it only operates
with conscious signs and cannot include the interpretation of a center of
intention.

But in a negative way, removing intellectual disbelief can

remove at least one stumbling block.

This is the purpose behind apologetics.

Moreover, we can force ourselves to ferret out those hidden mechanisms
of fear that prevent us from acknowledging our transcendence of our roles.
We may never be able to complete this job, and if those systematic patterns
of self deception a.re strong enough, the task may be impossible.

I take

this to be a better explanation than that of the reoaloitrant Holy Spirit
for our failure to respond.
a~cept

It is to be hoped, however, that if we can

love by degrees or at least be confident enough in our successful

role-playing, we can have the strength and courage to see this task through
to its fulfillment.
F1l'lally, end this advioe comes from one on the inside of the churches,
we can throw ourselves into the oompeny of the saints, those whose ability

to love has been redeemed, ho ping that their love will a.rouse our own.

I

run thoroughly aware of the l.UlSaintly oonsti tuenoy of the churches, and their
unsaintliness ma¥ defeat their purpose.

I run also aware that many of the

s a ints are outside of the churches, in fact, may never have heard of
Christianity or explicitly Christian symbols.

But Christians in the churches

recognize '6hat the Church is composed of those whom God has called, those
whose ability to love, to explicitly participate in the ultimate category,
has been called out by the logos as love appearing in their experience.

The

ohurches, however, offer the best means or mediating this love 'through their
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exploitation of Christian symbolism.

Symbolism is not to be distrusted

because it is "mere symbolism"; the outward signs of a loving center of
intention are "mere symbols11, e.nd Christians offer their symbols a:s also
capable of ioodiating the love which is the redeeming logos, God.

The sum of this discussion is that apologetios can go no further than
pointing the way and, perhaps, breaking down intellectual resistanoe to
that whioh seems to have no guarantee of success.

The truth of Christianity

is not a public truth insofar as it involves an interpretant that can never
be wholly publio fact; the testing of it must be an individual affair.

In

the life of the Church, e.pologetio s is coupled with preaching that uses
ad hominum arguments to convince people of the state of sin as they are in
it, and with the sacraments v1hioh a.re symbols through which the state of
sin can be overcome.

Apologetics is limited to its own role and powers.

But let it not be underestimated because of this.

Natural theology,

the form of apologetics I think valid, lays claim to the Dorce of philosophical argument on the one hand and to accurate represen ta.tion of the
religious tradition on the other.

It operates within the rules of philosophy,

never claiming its doctrines to be true on the basis of external authority,
only on that of internal evidence.

It accepts the revelation claimed by

the religious tradition without watering it down to oornm.on sense, but it
asks that the revelation prove itself in experi enoe.

Let there be no

petulant criticism that natural theology goes beyond the realm of critical
thought, begging us to aocapt what is absurd.

If it is to be ori tioized,

its ori tics must accept the evidence that natural theology offers.;. that
the e videnoe is hard to oome by is no exouse.

Natural theology olaims its
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justifioation in an area of experience one may choose to avoid; one may
prefer not to take it seriously.

But let these preferences never be sounded

with the ring of authori ta ti ve disproof.

Let 1 t never be thought that an

experience untried is en experience without validity.
in the denial of what is not guaranteed in advance.

There is no virtue
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